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Crash leaves
Patton with
two shiners
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton is sporting
two black eyes, reminders of
a snowmobile ride gone awry
"Myself and the windshield
had a little crash," Patton said
Monday, recalling an accident
Wednesday in Park City, Utah,
site of a National Governors
Association meeting.
Patton said his first turn on
a snowmobile ended in a ditch
he had been unable to spot
through snow-covered eyeglasses.
"It went up and I went down,"
Patton said of the snowmobile.
It was just bloody."
No one else was aboard.
Besides black eyes, Patton suffered a gash between the eyes.
Five stitches were removed
Monday morning, he said.
Patton said he finished his
hourlong snowmobile rental,
was treated at a local clinic
and delivered a speech in the
afternoon, as scheduled.

Patton selects
official for
economy post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
You can tell by his title —
commissioner of the new economy — that the newest member of Gov. Paul Patton's
administration has an ambitious task ahead of him.
William G. Brundage will be
the point person of an effort
to get Kentucky into position
to compete for business in an
economy based more on knowledge than on manufacturing.
Kentucky has some ground
to make up. Brundage said
when Patton introduced him
at a news conference Monday.
"Understand the competition.
You've got states out there
who have put billions of dollars in the last two decades
into stuff like this," Brundage
said. "No way do we want to
catch up. We want to leapfrog.
Let's look at where the world
is going to be in four or five
years, and let's set our goals
for that."
He promised to "make things
happen in a relatively short pehod of time," but "the real payoff is going to take you a decade
or two."
Brundage, of Overland Park,
Kan., is an academic who has
been directing a 10-year program to make Kansas City a
center for life sciences.
The job involves coordinating the work of universities,
medical schools and hospitals,
research institutions and local
industry.
Patton said Brundage would
start work in Kentucky on Dec.
15.
Patton said the state has
two related tasks: Produce university graduates with hightech skills and develop technology-based jobs for them to
fill.
"It's a chicken and egg,"
Patton said. "You've got to
have people with the capacity to do that stuff, and yet you've
got to have the businesses
with the capacity to employ
the people that we produce
in our colleges and universities — a task that's immense
but not insurmountable."
NiV 1 Al- VI i. 12
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
25 to 30.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High 45 to 50.
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Campaigns await court ruling
(AP)- Two unforgettable weeks
after Election Day, George W. Bush
and Al Gore are sweating out a
ruling from the Florida Supreme
Court and manual recounts in three
Democratic counties as they wait
to learn who will sit in the White
House.
-The court is certainly aware
of the historic nature of this session," Florida Chief Justice Charles

T. Wells said Monday as he presided
over 2 1/2 hours of nationally televised legal arguments on the state's
contested election. The justices, he
added, are "aware that this is a
matter of utmost and vital importance to our nation our state and
our world."
There was no disputing that,
given that the winner of the battle for Florida's 25 electoral votes,

either the Republican governor of
Texas or the Democratic vice president, stands to become the nation's
43rd president on' Jan. 20.
Neither Wells nor any of the
other six high court justices gave
any indication of when the court
might issue a ruling on whether
to allow manual recounts from
three counties to count in the final
election totals. The Bush campaign

hopes the court will snuff out the
recounts, and the Gore campaign
hopes the court will give them a
legal imprimatur, and provide a
standard for recount officials to
employ.
The justices worked under one
timetable as canvassing boards in
Broward, Palm Beach and MiamiDade counties labored on their
own schedules to conduct the hand

counts the Gore campaign wants.
Palm Beach County resumed its
count Tuesday; Broward and
Miami-Dade were scheduled to do
the same.
Bush's official lead stands at
930 votes in statewide results that
Secretary of State Katherine Harris has been barred from certify-

II See Page 2

Board
members
selected
for LBL
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The advisory board that will usher in the new
era of United States Department of Agriculture
Forest Service leadership in Land Between the
Lakes has been selected.
The new members were officially announced
Monday via a LBL press release. One Murray
resident, Dortha N. Lyons, a retired biology
teacher, was selected for the board, which includes
17 primary and nine alternate members.
Under the LBL Protection Act of 1998, four
of the primary board members were appointed
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture; two were
appointed by the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife; two by the governor of Kentucky;
two by the governor of Tennessee; one by the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency; two by
the Trigg County judge/executive; two by the
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & 1-4-nes photo
Lyon County judge/executive; and two by the
WHERE THERE IS SMOKE.. The Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue joined forces
Stewart County judge/executive.
Monday afternoon to battle a field fire on Sycamore Street across from Murray High School. The blaze,
Of the alternates, the U.S. Department of Agrifed by high winds, threatened the nearby woods.
culture selected two of the names. The remaining persons and/or agencies each selected one
name each.
Bill Lisowsky, area supervisor for LBL, said
the board was selected according to several different factors.
"The idea is that persons possessing demonstrated personal or professional qualification relevant to the mission of LBL would comprise the
board," Lisowsky said via telephone Monday.
"The board members represent a wide range of
public interests. We look forward to working
ative pool because buyers did not bid
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Carolyn come back," McKinney said.
with this board."
For McKinney, who has usually sold enough to better the price support figure.
McKinney stood watch over her bales of
The LBL Protection Act called for the estab"It made a terrible impression," said
burley in Row 5 of the Peoples Tobac- early in the season in the 20-odd years
lishment of an LBL Advisory Board to provide
co Warehouse like a proud mother, accept- she's been growing tobacco outside of Sandy Houston, the day's auctioneer from input and advice to the Forest Service. Several
ing compliments on its color and quali- Mount Vernon, the money will make for Asheboro, N.C. "We're all disappointed. key topics include promoting public participation
ty.
a nice Christmas and a calmer trip to I guess the companies are taking a wait- for the land and resource management plan and '
A few moments later, the gaggle of Michigan this week to see her son for and-see attitude."
environmental education.
Will Snell, agricultural economist at
singsong auctioneer and gesturing buyers the holiday.
According to the release, the first meeting of
For others, the opening of the burley the University of Kentucky, watched the the full board will likely occur in early Februpassed by with the opinion that counted
- $2.07 a pound, better than most and sales season Monday was anything but sale and the lack of enthusiasm from ary. The board is expected to meet at least twice
a penny above what the graders had set calm. Wracked by slashed quotas, the buyers, especially one.
a year, and meetings will be made open to the
"There's some concern that the top public.
as the minimum. Different buyers took advent of contract buying and skittish
Meeting dates will be announced at least two
each of the four bales, just over 4,000 buyers, many bales were bought by the buyer is not as active as we'd like to
weeks in advance through the Federal Register,
pounds in all.
warehouse, hoping for better prices later, see," Snell said.
Her check would be ready in an hour and a disturbing amount went begging,
II See Page 2
or so. "I usually go shopping and then destined to be purchased by the cooper- SI See Page 2

Tobacco market opens
amid more uncertaint

Dream Factory
asks for reduced
fees from park
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Dream Factory Area Coordinator
Debbie Adams wants to make local
dreams come true and she has turned
to the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board for assistance.
Adams spoke to park board members Monday about obtaining a
reduced fee for their softball tournaments, which is a significant source
of income for the Calloway area
Factory. Currently. the Dream Factory is charged $235 for one day's
usage of one softball field which,
Adams said, is a $22.50 increase
from previous fees.
The Dream Factory is a nonprofit organization that spends the
total amount of its income toward
making wishes come true for children who may not live to see a
next Christmas.
"Mayfield and Benton both said
we can stay without a fee," Adams
said. "Personally. I'd prefer we stay

at home, simply because they're
better facilities."
Adams added that the fee money
could go far in sending another
child to Disney World, one of the
foremost wishes of the ill children
they help.
Parks board members expressed
a desire to help the Dream Factory. But there were several concerns
raised during the meeting, not the
least of which is the operating cost
of the fields.
"We have spent over $15,000 on
getting our fields in good condition and good lighting," said Brad
Steele, parks and recreation director. In addition, he said the park
had already waived the concession
stand fee. He did not, however, discount the notion of reducing the
overall fee.
Another more pressing problem

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Richle Pigg and Ronnie Crawford make a support facing flush to the edges as they
build a new dugout for the baseball field on Chestnut Street Monday.
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Advocacy, Kuttawa - Appointed by
the Lyon County judge/executive
• Jesse R. Thomas, owner, Cadiz
Auto Parts, Cadiz - Appointed by the
Trigg County judge/executive
• David G. Wallace, county executive for Stewart County, Dover, Tenn.
- Appointed by the Stewart County
executive
• Nickolas W. Watson, retired scientific aid for the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Dover, Tenn. - Appointed
by the Stewart County executive
• Ramay W. Winchester, west Tennessee director for Tennessee's heritage and community tourism division,
Paris, Tenn. - Appointed by the governor of Tennessee

area media outlets and postings at
LBL offices.
The LBL Protection Act transferred control of the recreational
area from the Tennessee Valley
Authority to the Forest Service in
1998.
Primary Members
• C. Lee Anderson, retired businessman, Benton, Ky. - Appointed by
U.S. Department of Agriculture
• C. Thomas Bennett, commissioner
of the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, Louisville Appointed by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
• Paul R. Condor, retired superinAlternate Members
tendent, Marshall County Board of
• Louis E. Buck, deputy commisEducation. Benton - Appointed by the
governor of Kentucky
sioner for the Tennessee Department
• Ann E. Fairhurst, associate pro- of Agriculture, Hermitage, Tenn. fessor at the University of Tennessee, Appointed by the governor of Tennessee
Maryville, Tenn. - Appointed by the
• Edward E. C. Clebsch, propriU.S. Department of Agriculture
etor of Clebsch Ecology Consulting,
• James Ronald Fox, assistant direc- Greenback, Tenn. - Appointed by the
tor for the Tennessee Wildlife Resources U.S. Department of Agriculture
Agency. LaVergne. Tenn. - Appointed
• Gary W. Cook, regional managby the Tennessee Wildlife Resources er for the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency
Agency, Jackson, Tenn. - Appointed
• Ben D. Hall, president, Kentucky by the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Wildlife Federation Foundation, Hen- Agency
derson, Ky. - Appointed by the Ken• James W. Greer, mayor of Smithtucky Department of Fish and Wildlife land, Ky. - Appointed by the gover• Dortha N. Lyons, retired biolo- nor of Kentucky
gy teacher, Murray - Appointed by
• James Dale Lee, county
the governor of Kentucky
judge/executive for Lyon County,
• Robert Marks Sr.. general man- Eddyville, Ky. - Appointed by the
ager of human resources for the Ten- Lyon County judge/executive
nessee Valley Authority, Knoxville,
• Kurt D. Mason, district conserTenn. - Appointed by the U.S. Depart- vationist with the USDA National
Resources Conservation Service,
ment of Agriculture
• Jesse Ray Mayo Jr., president of Louisville - Appointed by the U.S.
office furniture and related services, Department of Agriculture
• Robert D. Smith, consultant in
Nashville, Tenn- Appo. ted by the
resources management, small
natural
governor of Tennesse
• Berlin Stanley Moore Jr,, coun- business development and sales, Cadiz
ty judge/executive for Trigg County, - Appointed by the Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - Appointed by the Trigg judge/executive
• Vanetta J. Stavely, Kentucky
County judge/executive
• Della B. Oliver, member of landowner and member of the StewEddyville City Council, Kuttawa, Ky. art County Historical Society, Dover,
- Appointed by the Lyon County Tenn. - Appointed by the Stewart
County judge/executive
judge/executive
• Thomas A. Young, deputy com• Gordon W. Rahn, attorney, Kuttawa - Appointed by the U.S. Depart- missioner of the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources, Frankment of Agriculture
• James E. Stevens, attorney with fort - Appointed by the Kentucky
the Kentucky Department of Public Department of Fish and Wildlife
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
FACING OUT...Cabot Grogan attaches a new doorway facing to the outside of the Don Henry Insurance Company
Monday afternoon as part of the continuing rehabilitation of
downtown Murray.

Cost to clean up drums
in Paducah increases
III Court ...
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Cleanup of radioactive metal drums
from the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant will exceed the $7 million bid by about 40 percent, officials said.
The Energy Department, which
owned the plant for 50 years, has
agreed to pay the higher amount,
said Greg Cook, a spokesman for
cleanup contractor Bechtel Jacobs
Co. The cost is still below the department's internal estimate of $12
million to clean up the drum pile.
But an environmentalist who
heads the community advisory
board that monitors the Paducah
site said the cost overrun, while not
significant in terms of the entire
cleanup budget for the plant, is still
troubling.
"A 40 percent overrun, if you
talk about the entire cleanup over a

number of years, is probably something that would raise eyebrows,"
said Mark Donham of Brookport,
Ill. "It's pretty significant if you
carry that over the entire contract."

The cost of the four-month project escalated primarily because
much more "non-conforming" material — mostly different types of
drums and other metal pieces —
was discovered in the pile than engineers thought would be there,
Cook said. The material had to be
tested before being packed for shipment and disposal.
Various government estimates
have said it. will take from $3 billion to $5 billion to clean trp the
Paducah plant of radioactive materials and cancer-causing solvents
that leaked into the soil and tainted
underground water supplies.

• Tobacco ...
From Page 1

Thanksgiving is time to talk
"turkey" about organ donation.

That top buyer is Philip Morris U.S.A., which this year began
a program of contracting with individual farmers to buy their burley. The company said it intended to buy more than 100 million
pounds through contract, but that
would not be enough to fill its
needs.
"We will be a participant in
the auction system as well," Michael
A. Farris, vice president of leaf
ifor Philip Morris said last week.
Danny McKinney, chief executive of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative, said the market
could start to shake out next week.
"I just detect some first sale jitters. Hopefully, it'll, not settle

down, but settle upward," said
McKinney, a distant cousin to Carolyn McKinney.
Ed Sowder, a neighbor of Carolyn McKinney, came to the warehouse to watch the competition.
He leased his tobacco and it was
sold under contract to Philip Morris. He was troubled by the seeming lack of interest among buyers.
"They better do something or
they'll all go contract," Sowder said.
The burley sales could go into
early next year, so long as there
is tobacco lo be sold. The total
quota for all eight states where
burley is raised and sold is 247
million pounds this year.

We Own and Offer
Fannie Mae Notes
An Exclusive Underwriting From Edward Jones

Yield to
Maturity
Due
12/06/10

Thanksgiving, November 23, has been designated
as "Give Thanks, Give Life" Day by the U.S.
Congress and by state and national groups promoting organ and tissue donation.
We believe that this family holiday provides an
excellent opportunity for Kentuckians to discuss
organ donation in the family setting, making sure
their loved ones know their wishes about donation.

was brought up by member Danny
Hudspeth. "One of the concerns I
have is the other non-profit organizations who want to use the
fields," he said. "If we offer this
to you, we have to be fair to
them."
Because of these concerns, the
matter was given to the finance
committee to discuss and bring back
a recommendation at next month's
meeting.
In other business:
•The finance committee brought
several capital expenditure suggestions before the board that could
be purchased with the $150,000
in grant money the park received
during the formation of the state
budget.
Among the suggestions were a
dump truck, a tilt bed truck and
an improved fence. Some of the
current improvements already in
the works include the resurfacing
and sealing of the parking lot, which
was just completed, board chairman Bill Bailey said.
The parking lot will service the
soccer, softball and baseball fields,
in addition to the Waters schoolhouse donated to the park by
Danny Pittman.
• Work was proposed on the
roof of the Waters schoolhouse
and on clearing out the old courthouse, currently used for Christmas storage, to make both buildings accessible for school groups
to tour. The roof was initially
damaged in the transport from
southeast of New Concord where
it originally served as a commu-

'Yield effective 12/6/00 Yield and market value may fluctuate
if sold prior to maturity. Yield shown indicates worst-case
scenario Subject to availability and price change

•Monthly income checks
III Government-sponsored enterprise
•Interest payments do not contain
principal
Call or stop by today.

Murray Police Department
Giant were burglarized. Detective Sgt. Eddie
Food
at
tanks
• Propane
Rollins said individuals had cut the tank holster's lock and proceeded to
steal the tanks inside. The matter is under investigation.
Murray Fire Department
• The department responded to a field fire at Sycamore Street and
Doran Road across from Murray High School with 24 personnel and seven
trucks. Brush trucks from Calloway County Fire-Rescue were called to assist in extinguishing the blaze. At the same time. two other fires were extinguished, one at 701 S. 16th St. (fallen pine needles that had ignited) and
the other at 1517 Cardinal (grass fire).
• A reported natural gas leak was investigated at 406 S. Ninth St. Although no leak was found by the department. the Murray Gas Department
was notified of the report.
Calloway Country Sheriff's Department
• Warrants were served for Timothy Wallis, 217 Wesley Drive, on contempt of court for failure to pay and fugitive from justice. He was apprehended on Nov. 20 and returned to the Calloway County Detention Center.
• Joe R. Lassiter, 98 Seth Lane, was arrested for possession of drug
paraphenalia after an officer found what appeared to be marijuana residue
while responding to a call at Lassiter's home.
• Misty Gallimore, Wrather Road. was involved in a single-car accident on Wrather Road after she overcorrected and flipped her 1999 Mitsubishi Montero. After being transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by private vehicle, she was treated and released for low back strain.
Massage Therapy, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling, Relaxing Para Fango Body
Wrap, Facial/Foot Spa Treatments
COMING SOON
Hot Stone Therapy & Steam Canopy
Purchase 1 hr. massage & get 30
min. for only $15. Expires Nov 30

Margaret Johnson
Invemocs Since 1871

• The board voted to hold a
Thanksgiving dinner for the seven
inmates who assisted with work
at the park over the year.
"A lot of big changes in the
park over the past six to eight
months are due to these guys,"
Steele said.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

eciwarolanits corn

Ser•ing

community," said he "takes great
pride in what the park adds to
Murray."
• Steele reported to the board
that there were 22 registered displays so far in this year's Christmas in the Park celebration, as
opposed to last year's 37 displays
and the previous year's 50. He
cited vandalism, which accounted
for more than $200 in damages
last year, and the cost of decorations as two reasons why registrations have been on the decline.

ing to the appointment of electors.
Wells, in particular, asked
ing. Gore picked up 166 votes in
how long the state had
lawyers
manual recounts conducted Mona winner and still have
certify
to
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day, which if
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where
counties
question, six days before the Electhe recounts forward.
toral College meets. The chief jusMonWhen the counting stopped
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nario in which recounts might conlike this:
—Miami-Dade County: With 67 tinue, perhaps into December.
At one point, Wells seemed to
of 614 precincts recounted, Gore
had gained 46 votes over last week's suggest that Harris might be permitted to certify a winner soon
official vote totals.
Democrats would have time to
so
544
With
—Broward County:
the next step in the
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plus
recounted
precincts
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appointment of the
—
139 absentee ballots, Gore had process
— - and still resolve
electors
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gained 117 votes.
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before
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With
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That represente
166 votes for Gore if — a mat- tions asked in court, but Gore
by
ter for the court to decide — the advisers expressed frustration
the
in
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small
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their
recounts are valid.
Developments in the counting county recounts.
Broward County elections superrooms bordered on chaotic at times,
Jane Carroll, the only Repubvisor
procrisp
a sharp contrast to the
on the three-member board,
lican
in
conducted
Wells
that
ceedings
announced plans to retire at day's
the high court in Tallahassee.
"I feel like I'm incarceratend.
pepThere, all seven justices
the 70-year-old veteran
said
ed,"
about
questions
with
lawyers
pered
a deadline in the state law for local official, "with lunch and dincertifying results — the one Har- ner brought into me and six attorris cited last week — as well as neys sitting across from me the
contradictory directives elsewhere entire day."
Circuit Judge Robert Rosenberg,
in the law. There was discussion,
as well, about a possible statewide an appointee of GOP Gov. Jeb Bush,
recount, and about conflict between was named to the canvassing board
state law and federal statutes relat- to replace her.
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"I hope we can get something
done about it this year to fix it,"
Bailey said.
• Two new members to the
board were welcomed by Steele.
Dr. Sandra Parks and Marshall Ward
were introduced to the board as
the replacements for the vacant
seats. Ward, although "new to the

From Page 1

Eric Penniston
600 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
753-7401

EdwardJones

nity school.
Bailey added that Sal Matarozzo, president of the Retired Teachers Association, had expressed interest in having his group renovate
the structure. Later, he passed
around a magazine showing the
Elizabethtown schoolhouse, which
has been renovated as a historical
place, as an example of what
Waters School could eventually
look like.

R.N., 8.S.N., C.M.T
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Mrs. Peggy J. Parrish
The funeral for Mrs. Peggy J. Parrish will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Calvin Clark, the
Rev. Don Faulkner and John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Parrish, 64, Burkeen Road, Dexter, died Sunday, Nov. 19, 2000,
at 5:02 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. Her death was from injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Highway 68 in front of Maple
Spring United Methodist Church in Marshall County.
She was a member of Williams Chapel Church of Christ. Born Jan. 10,
1936, in Calloway County, she was daughter of Osro Butterworth who
died Nov. 9, 2000, and Estelle Farmer Butterworth who died in 1986.
Survivors include her husband, Bob Parrish, to whom she was married
April 23, 1960; two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Burkeen and husband, David,
Dexter, and Mrs. Theresea Howard, Willis, Texas; two sons, Roger Parrish and wife, Nora, Murray, and Robby Parrish and wife, Cheryl, Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Sue McMillen, Mrs. Annette Wilson, Mrs. Shirley
Morris and husband, Max, and Mrs. Joan Orr and husband, Billy Dan, and
three brothers, Jimmy Butterworth and wife, Inez, Jackie Butterworth and
wife, Martha, and Pat Butterworth and wife, Evelyn, All of Murray; eight
grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

William H.(Tump)Lawrence

William H.(Tump)Lawrence, 89, HazerAied Monday, Nov. 20, 2000,
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
6:35
at
His wife, Mrs. Ovie Wilson Lawrence, died in 1992, and one son,
Bobby Harmon Lawrence, died in 1998. Born Nov. 28, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late Luther Fleming Lawrence and Ethel LeFever Lawrence.
A self-employed farmer, he was a member of Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Quava Haneline and husband,
George, Bowling Green; two granddaughters, Mrs. Kim Tone Lawrence
and husband, Dwain, Hazel, and Mrs. Kaye Taylor and husband, Eddie,
Plantation, Fla.; one grandson, Kenny Lawrence and wife, Suzy, Hazel;
one stepgrandson, Shawn Lawrence and wife, Kathy, Marietta, Ga.; seven
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Rosie Fields will officiate. Burial will follow in
Green Plain Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Wednesday.
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Mrs. Evelyn Miller Scott, 7g1 Elizabethtown, died today, Tuesday.
Nov. 21, 2000, at 2:30 a.m. at Presbyterian Nursing Home, Elizabethtown.
Her husband, Eugene Scott, died in December 1982. Born in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Burie Miller and Ethel Rogers
Miller of Lynn Grove.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Nancy Scott, Lexington, Mrs.
Karen Kinder and husband, David, Elizabethtown, and Mrs. Deborah
Jones and husband, Donald, Pennsylvania; one son, Clifford Scott and
wife, Kristin, Elizabethtown; eight grandchildren.
Also surviving are eight sisters, Mrs. Reba Fain and husband. James,.
and Mrs. Janice Adams and husband, Bill, all of Calloway County, Mrs.
Lourelle Smith and husband, Jack, Louisville, Mrs. Mary Rousseau and
Mrs. Emily Cunningham and husband, Zane, all of Bowling Green, Mrs.
Martha Shoemaker and husband, Albert, Snellsville, Ga., Mrs. Sonya Futrell and husband, Joe Pat. Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Ann Eaker, Hopkinsville: three brothers, James Miller and wife, Bonnie, Ferrell Miller and
wife, Eleanor, and Dan Miller and wife. Jean, all of Calloway County;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial services will be held in Elizabethtown.

Ms. Juanita L. Olczak
Ms. Juanita L. Olczak, 75, Desiree Lane, Dover, Tenn., died Monday.
Nov. 20, 2000. at her home.
Born Dec. 16, 1924, she was the daughter of the late Earnest and
Dorthea M. Pray. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Charlotte
Pray, and one brother, Vernon Pray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dina Futrell and husband, Vernon, Murray; two grandchildren. David Stokes, Murray. and Mrs. Vicky
Parker and husband, Jerry, Dickson, Tenn.; one great-grandchild, Wade
Stokes, Murray; one sister. Mrs. Glendoris Miller and husband, Tiger,
Clifton, Ill.; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Corine Pray, Kankakee, Ill.; several
nieces and nephews and great-nieces and great-nephews.
Nave Funeral Home of Erin, Tenn., is in charge of arrangements.

NY students attacked
Three
NEW YORK (AP)
girls and one boy were sexually
abused in the stairwell of their
elementary school by - A man
believed to be an intruder who
gained access to the school through
an unlocked door, police said.
The alleged attacks occurred
Monday morning at Public School
89 in the Queens section of New
York, said Officer George Jensen,
a police spokesman.
Two groups of pupils told authorities they ran into a man on one
of the school's stairwells and he
allegedly sexually abused three of
them, Jensen said. A third group
said one of them was sexually

abused by the man in another
stairwell, Jensen said.
The children, who range in age
from 6 to 8, were running errands
for their teachers, such as taking
the attendance sheets down to the
main office.
The victims were taken to a
hospital for observation.
Margie Feinberg, a spokeswoman for the Board of Education, said the assailant may have
gained entry to the school when
a side door was left ajar after a
food delivery of candy was made.
Feinberg said that door is always
supposed to be locked.
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Coke,Pepsi struggle for Quaker Oats
Demand for non-fizzy sports
ATLANTA (AP) - Coke and
Pepsi are showing a strong thirst drinks is on the rise, industry anafor Gatorade as they battle to lysts say, and Gatorade is leading
acquire the maker of the energiz- the way with more than 80 pering sports beverage, Quaker Oats cent of the U.S. market.
Coca-Cola Co., whose products
Co., at a time when sales of carbonated soft drinks seem to be include Gatorade rival Powerade,
was expected to hold a board meetrunning out of gas.

Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
thru December 7
Shoney's Inn
Hwy. 641, Murray, Kentucky
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTA( T
HEARTLAND WORSHIP CENTER IN PADUCAH
(270) 534-1400

ing Tuesday to discuss a possible
transaction roughly two weeks after
Quaker Oats rejected a $14.8 billion buyout offer from PepsiCo.
Quaker head Robert Morrison
called PepsiCo's bid earlier this
month insufficient. Food industry
analysts said Monday that anoth-

Black leaders protest shooting
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Local African-American leaders
have broken off talks with city
and police officials over the shooting death of a black Florida man
by a white Owensboro police officer.
Ofc. Lorhn Frazier shot and
killed Tyrone W. Clayton, Jr., 22,
of Quincy, Fla. last Thursday after
Clayton fled a traffic stop.
Owensboro Police Chief Allen
Dixon said Clayton ran from Frazier and then jumped into another vehicle that had been left running at the curb. Dixon said Frazier ordered Clayton to stop the

vehicle and fired two shots, killing
Clayton. Frazier fired in selfdefense after Clayton struck the
officer in the leg with the vehicle, Dixon said.
Frazier is on administrative leave
while the police department conducts an investigation. The FBI is
conducting an independent investigation.
Kenny Riley, president of the
local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, and other local
black leaders met with police and
city officials on Friday afternoon.
At a news conference Sunday, they

announced they would not meet
with city officials to discuss the
issue further, because police held
a news conference Friday night
without informing the black leaders.
"They won't hear from us again,"
Riley said. "They blew all of their
credibility out of the water by
holding a press conference and
not telling anybody."
The announcement comes after
the Rev. Louis Coleman, a Shelbyville civil rights activist, visited the city to call for an independent investigation of the shooting.

er bid from Pepsi is possible. but
that Coke is in a better position
to pay the highest price.
A spokesman for PepsiCo, based
in Purchase, N. Y., declined comment. Quaker Oats did not return
calls Monday.
"1 think it would make sense
for Coke or Pepsi to own Gatorade,
and it would probably make sense
for each of them to try to keep
the other from owning Gatorade,"
said John Sicher, editor of the industry publication Beverage Digest.

State OKs insurance plans
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
Coverage would be effective as
Department of Insurance has early as Feb. 1, a department stateapproved benefit plans and rates ment said. At the outset, the two
for two related companies that are companies will offer the same
re-entering the individual health plans and rates.
Most health insurers pulled out
insurance market in Kentucky, it
of Kentucky After 1994, when the
was announced Monday.
Fortis Insurance Co. and John General Assembly limited rates
Alden Life Insurance Co., sub- that could be charged and forbade
sidiaries of Fortis Health, could denial of coverage to anyone who
begin marketing plans in mid- could pay the premium.
Anthem Blue Cross-Blue Shield
December to as many as 100,000
Humana were the only remainand
self-employed,
Kentuckians, mostly
who buy their own health insur- ing companies that sold individual coverage, but not all areas.of
ance.

Kennedy sister in
stable condition
BALTIMORE (AP) - Eunice
Kennedy Shriver is expected to
make a full recovery from a postoperative infection, her son said
Monday.
Shriver, 79, a sister of the late
President John F. Kennedy, remains
at Johns Hopkins Hospital, where
she has been in stable condition
for the past week, according to
her son, Maryland state Delegate
Mark Shriver.
Shiver had a benign pancreat-

ic tumor removed Oct. 12, and
was later released from the hospital. She was readmitted Oct. 23
after developing an infection.
Shriver, whose sister Rosemary
was mentally retarded, organized
the first Special Olympics in 196
in Chicago. Her husband, R. Sargent Shriver, was the founding
director of the Peace Corps and
the Democratic vice presidential
candidate in 1972.

the state were covered.
Earlier this year. the legislature
rolled back restrictions on insurers and created a "high-risk" pool.
People denied coverage elsewhere
because of costly medical conditions like cancer, heart disease and
diabetes could buy subsidized coverage through the pool.
In the statement. Insurance Commissioner George Nichols said the
announcement of another insurer's
entry in the individual market was
"imminent," and "serious negotiations continue- with five others.
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Sometimes it's okay to make a big deal out of nothing.
That's because were offering 0% APR financing or up to $3500 cash hack on all nc\‘
Case L Series loaderlbackhoes. Now it's even easier to own such productive equipment
For full details, stop by your Case dealer today.
Because after December 31, 2000, this special offer is no more.
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FROM OUR READERS

Nation needs
moral majority
Dear Editor:
Just as we were supposed to, we voted Nov. 7
for president. So what happened?
Nothing happened. So who cares? They say
only about half America's eligible voters did so.
Suddenly, down in Florida, confusion reigned.
Many backers of Al Gore discovered, to their
dismay, that though he had won the "popular'
vote, he might lose to Bush?
They were confused about the roll of "electoral- votes? Obviously these were not the same
voters, who in 1992 and again in 1996, saw Bill
Clinton elected with a minority of "popular" votes
(both times).
As for Florida's "electoral" votes, it was "too
close to call" the parties screamed. Recount, recount,
they chanted.
Funny, I don't remember appointing either Bush
or Gore as my choice back in 1999. Sure, their
names popped up on the spring primary but who
put them there? There are several I would rather
vote for.
So who cares? Now, both political parties are
alleging voter fraud. Bring out the lawyers, they
scream.
Now the "Moral Majority" is saying we should
"do away" with the Electoral College?
Let us, "we the people," decide our elections.
Well, guess what? Had the Republicans not been
so corrupt they feared Democratic reprisal if they
voted "yes" to Bill Clinton's impeachment, we
would not even be in this situation.
Al Gore would have taken over as president
until the end of Clinton's term next January. By
that time we would have had enough of Gore to
determine that "no way" would we re-elect him.
Simple, right? Not so fast...what if he turned out
to be a really great president?
Well, we could blame the "corrupt" Republicans who were "blackmailed" into letting Clinton
out of impeachment. Couldn't we?
Wrong again. It is you, the "Immoral Majority" who didn't vote and who didn't bother to
protest a whit, to Congress, the Republicans, the
Democrats, to anybody, who caused this mess.
That's why we need a third party, some say.
Forget it, we don't even have a moral majority.

my Kentucky and neighboring Indiana had already
chosen their president-elect.
Later that same evening Florida election results
were slammed around by the media like a loose
hockey puck. What effect does this type of media
have on those states which may or may not decided who to vote for?
What is the solution?
Place the collection and dissemination of election results back in Washington where they belong.
Bar the press from within five miles of any polling
place, (which should place them all somewhere in
a Kansas wheat field), and place a total blackout
on election results until they have been processed
and ready for release.
White smoke coming out of the Capital Building would indicate that the results are final and
about to be announced.
The polls could all be opened for a shorter
period of time, say four hours instead of twelve,
and allow all the states to be at the polls during
the "same time period." Very late in the day on
the East Coast and early in the day on the West
Coast and near mid-day for those points between.
A national level election over in just four hours.
How could the media misinterpret this in time to
screw up the possible results in states farther west?
Allow individual people to make donations with
established limitations to political entities and disallow all others during the primary elections. Those
who survive the primary should be funded with
federal dollars in matching amounts to each party
and no other funding allowed.
It is not logical that an elected official could
not favor the organizations which passed on large
sums of money over the individual needs of those
people for whom he or she was elected to represent.
Michael D. Conley
808 N. 20th St.
Murray. KY 42071

La Follette played
important role

'Dear Editor:
A great many of us were saddened by the news
of the recent death of Irma G. La Follette. Irma
had a generous heart, a vivid intelligence, and "ft
sweet disposition. She was also a person who
knew how to work for what she believed in.
The following is an excerpt from a letter to the
Humane Society from Dr. Keith M. Heim, a friend
J. Wilcox Miles and co-worker with Mrs. La
Follette on behalf of
1504 Boatwright animals for many years. He expresses our
feelings
Murray, KY 42071
exactly:
"A long-time resident once said to me, 'If there
is a good cause to work for in Murray, you can
bet Irma will be involved in it.' The long list of
her community activities in the Ledger's obituary
testified to her good heart and her willingness not
only to become 'involved,' but to work actively
in the trenches in whatever capacity she was needDear Editor:
ed most.
"Allow me to say this about that:"
Although her obituary did not mention it, Irma
Electoral College? Where is this institute of fine
not only cared about her human neighbors, she
learning located? Is it a real place or just a place also loved animals, as
evidenced by her long-time
in the minds of our citizens? How much is the commitment
to them through the Humane Society
tuition? My children may want to attend classes. of Calloway County.
Are scholarships available or perhaps the voucher
For many years, she took an active role on the
system would be available?
board of directors, doing everything from baking
Who is the Kentucky representative from this brownies to
raising funds to representing the socicollege with the responsibility of electing "my"
ety's interests to the fiscal court.
next president? Does that person have a bonafide
The success of the society, which recently celdegree from this college?
ebrated its 25th anniversary, is due in no small
What are his or her credentials now that she measure to Irma La
Follette. She was a delight to
or he has my power of attorney to vote? When
know and to work with, and she leaves us all
and how did I choose that person to represent with the
memory of a life well lived.'
me? Was my ballot vote at the polls not suffiThose on the board and in the membership of
cient?
the Humane Society who knew and worked with
Newscasters with charts, exit poll results, and
this giving woman join Keith in his sentiments.
other scientific devices, (dice and dart boards) were
Our sympathies go out to Irma's family and friends.
announcing which states had gone which way. No
wonder the confusion.
Kathy Cohen
I informed one of my children that there was
Board Member
still 45 minutes left to visit the poll and cast a
Humane Society of Calloway County
ballot and be a real part of the American process.
P.O. Box 764
Just then a newscast broke in with the news that
Murray, KY 42071

Election could
use overhaul

A Thanksgiving story
Remember the opening of the
Mary Tyler Moore Show? The way
NIA1N STREET
she twirled around and threw her
hat up in the air, and then everything stopped?
Graceful and long-legged, with
CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
a lustrous mane of dark hair, Kay
Ruane could almost be that woman.
Ledger Columnist
She's got the all-American good
looks of a sitcom star and a 1000- an emergency, and Ann, the other jured passengers that day.
Kay's back was broken and she
watt smile to go with it. When attendant, would handle the front.
she's not talking, you notice the "But what about the over-wings," suffered ulnar nerve damage in
long, slender hands, the restless, Kay thought to herself And she her right arm, requiring years of
tapered fingers; the fragile bones decided, if something happened, physical therapy and follow-up
that is where she could make her- surgery. Looking at her today, you
of her wrists.
see her grace, her nimble beauty,
But when she looks you straight self useful.
in the eye, you see the shadows,
"It was probably about 60 sec- and would never guess that she
like faint thumb prints. She has been onds later that the impact occurred," had survived such a horrific disan artist all her life, she says; and she reports. She remembers feel- aster.
There are some hints in her
then she mentions eleven-and-a-half ing shocked, though she also admits,
years as a flight attendant. Eleven- "I knew this was going to hap- art. Though she used to paint with
and-a-half. And then she tells you pen."
bright, bold colors, now she works
True to her professional train- in black, white and interminable
why she never made it to twelve.
This is Kay Ruane's Thanks- ing, she jumped up and headed shades of gray — graphite on
for the over-wing exit. "I only got paper. The works are large — the
giving story.
"It was December 3, 1990," she as far as between first class and one she's toiling over right now
coach, where you stand and do is 40 by 60 inches As in many
begins.
Based in Detroit but living with your seat belt demonstration, and of her pieces, a lone female figher husband in Pittsburgh, Kay I stood in that very same spot ure dominates a barren background.
had just finished'a long, interna- and I looked And I couldn't believe Like Alice-in-Wonderland, she is
tional trip and was anxious to get what I saw."
too large for the land she inhab"It was coming right at us," its. The environment that surrounds
home. She remembers the ticket
agent in the airport with vivid she says. "And it was going real her is harsh, almost menacing. On
clarity. "Her nails were painted fast and it kind of reminded me one side is a fast-moving stream,
purple, and for some reason that of the movie with Indiana Jones, studded with sharp rocks. The other
just sticks so clearly in my mind." where that big ball is coming after side swells with huge, smooth
she says.
him. Only this was fire. And I boulders. A white swan, starkly
As an off-duty airline employ- remember staring at it too, and look- luminescent, floats in the distance.
ee, Kay did not have an assigned ing at the source of it and how
As she talks about the chain
seat on the 1:30 p.m. flight. She it took an immediate turn. And I of events that up-ended her life
ended up toward the back of coach. thought, how does fire do that? ten years ago, Kay Ruane conSince the flight that dreary, foggy And, too, thinking this fireball is fesses that, ever since that cataafternoon was nearly empty, Heidi, one of the most beautiful things strophe,Thanksgiving "means more
the attendant on duty, suggested I have ever seen."
to me than it ever did before."
that Kay go on up to first class.
Terrified passengers bolted up
She searches for words to
"And so I opened my mouth the aisle.
explain. "I always have to remind
to say, 'Oh, no, thanks.' but instead
"So I just got caught in the myself," she admits.
I said, 'Sure.' And I remember stampede of people, and it got
"It is this feeling of the earth
thinking," Kay goes on,'What made harder to breathe at that point. that we live in and everything
me say that?" As Kay moved to And next thing I know I have about it is so incredible, if we
an aisle seat close _to the costpc
this big cement slab slap me in just open our eyes and see it.
three businessmen who caught the the face, What had actually hap"And so this sense of wonder,
plane at the last minute piled on. pened was I was pushed out of this childlike sense of wonder that's
They ended up in the row Kay the plane by the panicking of the worked into my work too, and
had just vacated in coach.
people behind me and I hit the this sense of thanksgiving really
"We pulled away and we tax- runway, and there was no evacu- sounds so trite but it's true. This
ied for quite a long time," she ation slide in place because that is my second chance. And somecontinues. "I don't really remem- had malfunctioned."
times it helps me to remember
ber looking out and being really
The slide was one of the many and talk about the accident. I used
concerned about the fog, but I problems leading up to the tragedy. to think it was a bad thing that
remember just feeling that some- According to the National Trans"I'm not over it yet, but now
thing didn't feel right.
portation Safety Board (NTSB) I realize that it's important at least
"And part of it felt like we report, the DC-9 Kay was on had for me to remind myself and to
were all alone, in a way that I gotten lost in the fog and had bring myself back to the accident
never feel, except when we're over inadvertently entered an active run- because that sort of puts everythe Pacific going to Tokyo or way at the same time a Boeing thing in perspective. So I allow
something. You know that feeling 727 was on its takeoff roll.
myself permission to do that now.
of aloneness? You're not really in
The wing of the 727 sliced
The confession ends with a
a country; you're thousands of miles through the coach cabin of the shrug and an embarrassed smile.
away from people. That's the way Pittsburgh-bound flight, killing Her dark eyes survey the snub
it felt."
one of the men who nearly missed toes of her boots.
Perhaps because of the strange- the plane and ended up in Kay's
We're back to Mary Tyler Moore.
ness, Kay reviewed the emergency seat. Heidi, the flight attendant The hat in the air. The frozen
procedures in her head.
who'd suggested Kay relax in first moment.
She calculated that, with two class, also died. In the end, there
The fragment of a theme song
crew members on board, Heidi were 8 fatalities, 10 serious injuries, lyric: "You're gonna make it after
would take care of the back in 26 minor injuries, and 154 unin- all."
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Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mlt@murrayledgercom
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SHOW PRESENTED...Southwest Elementary fourthgraders are shown presenting their November PTA Musical titled "Salute to America.''

MEN.
YOUNG VOTER...Nathan Douglas watches as Kelli Anne
Williams registers as a voter before she enters the voting
booth in MES mock election recently.
GREAT ESCAPE...Seth Fortenbery, North Elementary student, seems
lost in the world of books during free reading time in his gifted and talented class.

ADVERTISING PAYS...MMS students Brett Steiner, Megan
Underwood and Davine Anderson make posters to encourage concession counter sales. The student council is
running the sale as a fund-raisers.
OUR THIRD PRESIDENT...Will Blackford,
Southwest Elementary, portrays Thomas
Jefferson during a recent PTA musical,
"Salute to America."

TOP OF THE CLASS...Sarah Kuykendall, Shannon Elias and Kelli Vinson model
the Dr. Seuss Tiger Hats sold by the MMS student council as a fund-raiser. The hats sold out 20 minutes after going on sale.

A HELPING HAND...MMS math teacher Melody Elrod
INTO IT...Travis Stom, a fourth-grade student at North Ele- helps seventh-grade student Callie Dowdy with her
calculations. The class spent the day outside pracmentary, is really into his new Harry Potter book.
ticing different measurement systems.

WORKING TOGETHER...East Elementary students work on a Thanksgiving art
project. Pictured are Alexis Lowdermilk, Kayla Holder, Carle Todd, Daniel
Burgdolf, Three Rogers and Can Thomas.
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LYING DOWN ON THE JOB.. Courtney Byerly and Heather Downs, East Elementary
students, are
shown working on their Kentucky conservation posters in Mrs. Sells room.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

Thurs., Nov. 30

TEACHER'S AIDES.. Christina McCracken and Angela Pannunzio
help classmate Young Kwon figure out a writing assignment;
Kwon's first language is Korean. although she is learning English rapidly.
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Like the Cleavers, the Bradys
and the Huxtables, today's families tend to spend a lot of time
together, especially around the dinner table.
According to some of the latest findings from "The Shell Poll,"
50 percent of Americans say they
eat dinner at home with their family almost every night while an
additional 18 percent of families
eat together several times a week.
Not only are families breaking
bread together, they are spending
time together and appear to be
happy doing so.
Eighty-six percent of those
polled are satisfied with their relationships with family members.
Sixty-three percent are "totally satisfied."
In this day and age with both
parents working and kids glued
to their PCs. a surprising one-fifth
of respondents (19 percent) think
that family ties are closer today
than they were in their parents'
day, compared to only seven percent who felt this way in 1971
(Louis Harris and Associates).
Feelings of good will are most
prominent during the holidays, but
feelings of charity appear to be
prevalent year-round.
The majority of those surveyed
(52 percent) say they have donated time to a charity and an even
greater number (73 percent) say
they have donated money. Churches were the greatest beneficiaries
of America's charitable giving (51
percent) followed by children's
causes (41 percent).
Geography also comes into play
when it comes to sociability. The
Mid-West appears to be the friendliest area of the country with 62
percent of respondents saying they
know their neighbors well, compared to 60 percent of Southerners, 52 percent of Northeasterners
and 49 percent of Westerners.
When chatting with their neighbors, children and family are the
topics most talked about (44 percent) followed by home improvement (20 percent), local issues (16
percent), weather (15 percent) and
sports (nine percent).
Fittingly,60 percent of web users
believe the Internet has brought

•

people closer together by making
it easier for people to interact.
Once friends get together they
do a variety of things for fun.
Seventy-six percent at least occasionally eat out at a restaurant
while 55 percent entertain at home.
Fifty-nine percent of respondents
go to entertainment or sporting
events and 47 percent attend parties with their friends.
Family relationships are just
one of the topics covered in the
seventh edition of "The Shell Poll,"
an opinion survey conducted for
Shell Oil Company by Peter D.
Hart Research Associates. More
than 1,000 American adults were
polled on a wide range of issues,
including the Internet, friends in
the workplace, holiday habits and
knowing one's neighbors.
•••
The followed was written by
Mary Kate Apperson, my motherin-law, from Mayfield, reflecting
on what would have been her 72nd
wedding anniversary in September. She is 91 years old.
I Wonder
I wonder if you really knew
Tho oft repeated words were
said
How much I loved you
And being with you how my
soul was fed.
Our years together lasted long
The days apart were few
And tho sometimes things went
wrong
My love stayed strong and true.
Tho at times you seemed to
doubt me
My days and nights were yours
alone
The love I gave was ever free
My wishes always were your
own.
My life goes on without you
now
Tho there is sadness deep inside
True to the words of our marriage vow
Throughout eternity my faith and
love abide.
•••
Happy Thanksgiving to all of
you. The holiday open houses and
sales in local stores are so important to our local economy. Shop
Murray first!

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"
Introducing the New

"Helix Cut!"
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Curl
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Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Murray

Perfect for all hair types!
It works!
Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

270-753-0882
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When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.
You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about
maintaining your standard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Call ustoday.

Boston

Vice President
Financial Consultant
Certified Financial Planner

tier of backwa ers before seeing
some of the hardest fighting of
the war under Grant and Sherman.
He wrote well and fought well.
He died in 1908, leavinghis papers
to the Ohio State Historical Society.
That's where the author found
them in 1976 and promised himself that one day the world would
know Tom Taylor better.
And I'm glad he did. If you
are at all interested in the Civil
War or in history in general, you'll
want to check this book out.
•
••

If you are building a gingerbread house, you must be careful
not to stick it together with regular icing. The fat in the icing
soaks the gingerbread which then
falls down.
Instead, you should use royal
icing. It's made with sugar and
egg white so it dries and hardens
without soaking in. (The things
you learn in this job!)
The book is "Making Great
Gingerbread Houses" by Aaron
Morgan and Paige Gilchrist. Fair
warning: these folks are serious
about gingerbread houses. The
examples range from small and
classically cute to large and eyepopping.
It is highly recommended to all
our craft friends.
•••
Too much gingerbread? Too
much fruit cake? Too much boiled
custard? (Never?)
Then check out "Fit Over 40
for Dummies" by Betsy Nagelsen
McCormack. Get the low down
on how to get fit and stay that
way. (Want the short version? Get
up and move it around!)
Highly recommended.

The Cold '-PP) - is Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
*New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
-Excellent Warranties
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Tom Ewing
Financial Consultant
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"Moms Day Out, sponsored by Gamma Beta Phi honorary
sorority at Murray State University, will be Dec. 2 from 1 to 4
p.m. on the second floor of MSU Curris Center. This will be for
children between the ages of 4 to 10 and the cost will be $5 per
child. Preregistration is necessary by Nov. 27 by calling Cheri or
Erin at 762-4703.

Handmade quilt to be given
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In a continued effort to raise money for the building expansion
fund, the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens are holding a
promotion for a handmade quilt now on display at the center. Tickets can be purchased until Wednesday when the winner of the quilt
will be announced. For information call 753-0929.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have an
open meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the club house. Christy
Vandiver and Natalie Yahnig, students at Murray State University.
will present the program with Kay Bates as the program leader.
Hostesses will be Martha Crafton, Vicky Crafton, Julia Caldwell,
Joanne Cavitt, Rosetta Todd, Nancy Swanson and Melisa Stark.

Quilt Lovers on Tuesday
Quilt Lovers Of Murray will meet today (Tuesday) in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. The room will
open at 5:30 p.m. with the meeting to start at 6 p.m. Peggy Smith.
president. from the Magic Thimble will show various techniques
and uses. This is open to all interested persons.

Children's events at library
"Thanksgiving" will be the theme of the children's programs at
the Calloway County Public Library this week. Wednesday events
will be Parents and Twos for children, 24 to 36 months, accompanied by an adult, at 9:30 a.m. and Story Time for preschool
children, 3 to 6 years, at 10:30 a.m. For information call the library
at 753-2288.

Food Addicts on Tuesday
Food Addicts Anonymous will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the Newman House, 220 North 13th St., Murray. For information call Eveline at 1-270-841-5688.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center (rear entrance).
Calendar planning will be made for the next month. The SOS for
is for singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For
information call Barbara at 436-5032, Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or
Vicky after 4 p.m. at 759-5395.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. in the school library.

Calloway Schools plan flu shots
Flu shots are scheduled to. be given at all of the Calloway
County Schools on Nov. 29 and 30. The required form will be
sent home with the students. Parents are asked to check back-packs
for the form and to return it to the school if they want their children to have a flu shot.

-f-tee Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire

Xg. CZ

Accepted

Cooper'

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

PINNETONKA
Moccesins

LYONS

Betty

Calloway County librarian

The Civil War had a human
side too, and "Torn Taylor's Civil
War" written by Albert Castel points
it out beautifully.
Tom Taylor, a lawyers and sometimes newspaperman, was a junior officer in the Union Army during the war. He served in a num-

'Moms Day Out' planned

A veterans field representative will be at the Murray Post Office
on Chestnut Street on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Veterans
and their families will be provided free counseling assistance in
filing claims for state and federal benefits Veterans should bring
with them a copy of discharge (DD2I4) and other pertinent documents to support their claim.

BEN GRAVES
It is deeply annoying to buy
something and find out later that
it doesn't work as well as it needs
to. (Ask the folks who picked out
the voting system for Palm Beach
County.)
Instructed by their example, let
us turn our attention to the "Consumer Reports Buying Guide 2001."
If you•re spending enough
money that you stop and think
before you buy, then you'll want
to look at the Buying Guide. And
it's not just a simple listing of
good buys either. From computers to washing machines, each
item has a clear discussion of
what it's supposed to do and how
the raters came to their decisions.
It's in reference so that you
can always find it. Highly recommended.
•••
Speaking of presidents, it's hard
to remember that our presidents
are real people with real families.
For example, what president
sent his alcoholic (drunker than a
hoot owl most of the time) inlaw to be secretary of the U.S.
Consul in some North African outpost?
(Answer: James Madison. He put
his brother-in-law John Payne on
a boat to Tripoli. which was the
ends of the earth in those days.)
The book is "America's First
Families" and it's fascinating. Open
it anywhere and just start reading. Highly recommended.

It is so wonderful to see many of our residents and former
residents reach the century mark.
Reading in the Murray Ledger & Times on Monday, I was
so pleased to see the article about Mrs. Myrtle E. Futtell, former resident of 1001 Poplar St., Murray, who will observe her
100th birthday on Wednesday. She is now a resident of Christian Health Center, Hopkinsville.
I can still remember Mrs. Futrell as a sitter at the Murray memCalloway County Hospital. But of a special note o
brance was when she would be seen many times wor ing in
her yard at 1001 Poplar St.
Her home has been torn down and is now a parking lot for
the local hospital. However her pink dogwood tree was saved
and can now be seen protected by a concrete circle in the middle of the parking lot. To get a good view of the tree, drive
south on South 10th Street and look at the tree when stopping
for the traffic on Poplar Street.
Birthday cards can be sent to Myrtle E. Futrell, do Margarett Morse, 345 Irish Circle #16, Hopkinsville, KY 42240.

VA representative here

LIBRARY NEWS

Now accepting Visa & Mastercard

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE
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FIVE GENERATIONS...Mrs. Winnie Burkeen, seated, holds
her great-great-grandson, Tyler Mullinax. Standing, from left,
are James R. Burkeen, son of Mrs. Burkeen and greatgrandfather of Tyler; Kylie Mullinax, great-granddaughter of
Mrs. Burkeen, mother of Tyler, and granddaughter of Mr.
Burkeen, and Mrs. Sheila Mullinax, granddaughter of Mrs.
Burkeen, grandmother of Tyler, son of Mr. Burkeen and
mother of Kylie Mullinax.
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Montgomery reunion Saturday
A reunion for all persons who ever lived in the Montgomery
community in Trigg County or visited friends or relatives that lived
there, will be Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. at Rocky Ridge Baptist
Church, Highway 68 across from Knights Inn. Refreshments will
be served. For information call Barbara Barnhart Peters at 1-615259-2879.

pev vov
CollhAllim has a bridal registry?
(-sifts prime for mat occasion --- Home Accents, Candies, Candie
I folders, Decorative Plates, Plate Racks, Scented Caudle:. All great
namebrand tea lamps, picture frames:(fixessories, emr .0s/ounces to
make ami home or occrNion special. Be Sure to stop hi aml take a look.

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

Free Gift Wrapping!
.102 Main St.

753-2472
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National Hospice Month
being observed now

mer
NEW BRIDGE...Pictured working on a new bridge in Murray-Calloway County Park are Life Scout Daniel Garfinkel
for his Eagle scout project and his assistants.
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Local Boy Scout troop
builds new park bridge
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Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
recently tore out an old bridge
and built a new one in its place
in the Murray-Calloway County
Park.
This was an Eagle Scout Project for Life Scout Daniel Garfinkel.
Assisting Garfinkel in the project were Larry Painter, scoutmaster for the troop; Doug Vander
Molen and Oney Mandeel, assis-
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tant scoutmasters, of Troop 77; Brett
DeMond of Boy Scout Troop 82;
Nathan Henry, David Daughaday, Jacob DeMond, James Henry,
Jared Medlock, Nick Carver, Omar
Mandeel, and Willie Hiter, all of
Troop 77; Sandy Garfinkel, Mrs.
Nick Carver, Mrs. Kathy Painter,
Mr. Hiter and Brad Steele, parks
director.
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BIRTHS
Molly Katherine Heath
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Jenny and Jerry Heath of Michigan City, Ind., are the parents of
a daughter, Molly Katherine Heath, born on Thursday, Oct. 19, 2000,
at a hospital in Michigan City.
The baby weighed 10 pounds eight ounces and measured 21 inches. A sister Elizabeth Ann Heath.
Grandparents are Kenneth and Jane Watson Heath and Steve and
Joey Winski, all of Michigan City, Ind.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Jo Watson Weaks of Murray, the late
Albert Logan Watson, Mrs. Marjorie Heath and the late Harold Heath
of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Winski of Florida.
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National Hospice Month is being
observed during the month of
November.
The following is an article written by Karen A. Davie, president
of the National Hospice Foundation and president the National
Hospice and Palliative Care Organization of Alexandria, Va.:
During the upcoming holiday
season when we gather with our
families and friends, a harsh reality may hit some of us. Some of
our loved ones may be more frail
than they were the last time we
saw them. We may begin to realize that our precious time together is limited.
Do we know how our parents
or grandparents want to be cared
for if they become ill and need
end-of-life care?
Our culture shies away from talking about death or planning for
it. Our families plan for weddings,
the birth of a child, going off to
college, and retirement. Rarely, if
ever, do we have conversations
about how to plan for our final
phase of life.
Death and dying - once-taboo
subjects - are becoming increasingly relevant for Baby Boomers,
their parents, and their children.
Americans are more likely to
talk to their children about safe
sex and drugs than to talk to their
terminally-ill parents about endof-life care options and preferences. However, it is vital that
thoughtful, serious, personal conversations take place about the
kinds of experiences we want for
ourselves and for our loved ones
as the inevitable end of life draws
near.
The time to learn about the
end-of-life care options available
is before a life-threatening illness
occurs or a crisis hits home. This
will allow us to make educated decisions about end-of-life care that
include the advice and input of
loved ones.
One choice for quality, compassionate end-of-life care is hospice care. National research shows
that most Americans are unaware
of the services hospice programs
provide to patients and families.
Yet, the same research shows that
Americans want exactly the kind
of care that hospice offers.
Hospice care involves a teamoriented approach to expert med-
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ical care, pain management, and
emotional and spiritual support
expressly tailored to the patient's
needs and wishes.
At its center is the belief that
each person has the right to die
pain-free and with dignity, and
that families will receive the necessary support to allow them to
do so. The focus is on caring, not
curing. In most cases, care is provided in the patient's home with
a loved one serving as the primary caregiver.
Along with physician services
to attend to the patient's medical
needs, hospice care also offers
services to the patient and family such as:
*Regular home care visits by
nurses to monitor the patient's
condition
*Home health aide services
*Chaplain services and counseling services
*Medical equipment and medical supplies
*Drugs for symptom control
and pain relief
*Physical, speech and occupational therapy
*Volunteer support to assist
loved ones with caregiving
As always with medical care,
financial considerations can play
a role in a family's decision making.
Medicare, private health insurance and Medicaid (in 43 states)
cover the cost of hospice care for
patients who meet eligibility criteria.
The Medicare Hospice Benefit
is designed to meet the unique needs
of those who have a terminal illness, providing them and their loved
ones with special support and services not otherwise covered under
Medicare.
Decisions about how we want
to spend our final phase of life
need not be overwhelming or difficult.
Through learning more about
available end-of-life care options
like hospice and by having thoughtful discussions with our loved
ones, we can decide what kind of
care is best for our aging parents,
for ourselves and for our children.
To learn more about hospice
care, visit www.hospiceinfo.org or
phone the National Hospice and
Palliative Care Organization's
Helpline at 1-800-658-8898.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Nov. 22, 20001
You have a great deal of charisma and
magnetism at your disposal this year. The
key to your success will be expressing
your feelings and letting them surface.
With this type of flow, others will see
your energy. Passions run high around
you. Everything happens to an extreme
Let go of expectations. Celebrate surprises. If you are single, many romantic possibilities surround you. You might want
to play the field for a while, even though
you are likely to find someone special. If
you are attached, your relationship sizzles. You learn the full meaning of kissing and making up. LIBRA stands
behind you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic,
Have
3-Average, 2-So-so, I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Friends greet you with smiles
and positive energy. You go to extremes,
as does a fnend or loved one. Allow your
more playful side to emerge. You understand a lot more than you realize. Keep
communication flowing during a tiff.
You'll like the results. Tonight: Say yes.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Carefully review recent decisions that affect work. Be flexible with
change. Passions run high with a loved
one. Be understanding of another at a
distance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Listen to a child or loved one
who has an important message to convey.
One-on-one relating draws important
information. Make a call to research
information. Seek out an expert if need
be. Unexpected news excites your Imagination. Brainstorm with another.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Realize your limits. You
don't always have to agree with others.
In fact, ill will is likely. Financial success
comes from your ability to negotiate a
truce when need be. Explore different
possibilities and ideas with another. Your
family benefits from your efforts.

tieelop with an ASSOClige You could
inadvertently be crossing lines. Your
directness is a must with others. An associate is full of surpnses. Go with the
flow. Tonight: Out and about
VIRGO (Aug_ 23-Sept. 22)
**** Worry less about your finances.
A purchase might actually be good. especially if you are starting to clear your holiday list. Your sense of humor emerges
with a child or loved one. Don't react to
another's efforts to gam your attention.
Be Innovative in fitting in work with
errands. Tonight: Treat another well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** A roommate or family member tests your limits. You're likely to
growl and carry on. Listen to your sixth
sense with someone you care about.
Don't underestimate what is going on
with a child or loved one. Use ingenuity
to shore up work.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might need to let another
know just how you feel Though you
could be annoyed, your style of communication is far more gentle than you realize, but you get your message across
Celebration seems like the natural order
of the day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** The unexpected occurs. You

cannot predict how someone might or
might not react. Stay centered, knowing
what is workable for you. Gather with
fnends, but also get your work done. You
have so many opportunities heading your
way.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You have a nice way of helping
and encouraging others to listen. Don't
underestimate your importance to another. A boss chooses to let you know how
much you are appreciated. Don't ask for
a major pay raise just yet.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might be itching to split
and get out of work. Clean up your desk
and make needed calls. You could be
overly sensitive and high-strung.
Recognize what is going on with you.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** You could be unusually jumpy.
You have to make a choice between
friendship and a strong partnership.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Review a situation carefully before mak***** Keep talking, knowing what ing a decision. You might not be able to
it is that you want and need. Consider the backtrack later. Another might have a
kind of relationship you would like to strong idea about an expense.
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Our After-Thanksgiving Sale & Clearance Prices on apparel
and accessories for your family and home. Plus most orders
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Rebels
to open
MSU

Racers open with
win over Bulldogs
RACERS 103,
Gardner-Webb 76

team's offensive output, which
included an 8-of-21 performance
GARDNER-WEBB (0-3)
from 3-point range and a 13-ofWebb 8-18 7-7 25, Fields 5-13 4-4 15,
21 effort from the free throw line.
Roller 0-3 0-0 0, Colwell 0-1 0-0 0, Criss
thought we played well offen4-10 2-4 13, Taylor 2-5 0-1 4, Strait 0-1
0-0 0, Wiggins 2-6 6-8 11, Epting 0-0 0-0
sively," he explained. -We're going
By SCOTT NANNEY
0, Behrendortf 1-3 0-0 2, Poynter 2-4 0-0
to score some points — we just
5. Clowry 0-4 0-0 0, Shivers 0-6 1-2 1.
Sports Editor
have to be able to stop some peo24-74 20-26 76.
It's hard to find fault in a 27- Totals
ple. And, right now, we're not
MURRAY ST. (1-0)
Win.
Spencer 9-17 3-5 23, Whelchel 12-14 0-0
doing the job we're capable of
However, Tevester Anderson 27, Hornig 2-3 0-2 4. Burdine 4-9 1-2 10, doing."
rleticted at least a few areas that Shumate 8-12 4-5 22, Paschel 1-6 0-1 2.
Spencer, who made the move
Victor 1-7 0-0 2, Haworth 0-2 0-0 0, Bargpeed improving after Murray State's er 0-0 0-0 0, Bedeau 3-6 3-4 9, Thomas from power forward to small forseason-opening 103-76 pasting of 1-1 2-2 4. Totals 41-77 13-21 103.
ward during the offseason, said
Division I-A newcomer Gardner- Halftime—Murray St. 51, Gardner-Webb 32. the Racers have more offensive
3-point goals—Gardner-Webb 8-26 (Criss
Webb Monday night at the Region- 3-5, Webb 2-9. Fields 1-2, Poynter 1-2, options than last year — when
al Special Events Center.
Wiggins 1-5, Colwell 0-1, Strait 0-1, Clowry
they relied on just two or three
"I'm happy that we won, but 0-1), Murray St. 8-21 (Whelchel 3-3, Spencer
players to shoulder the scoring
m not totally happy with the 2-4, Shumate 2-4, Burdine 1-5, Haworth 0load.
1, Paschel 0-2, Victor 0-2). Fouled out—
way we played," said the Racers' Hornig. Rebounds—Gardner-Webb 43
"We've got a group of guys
third-year head coach. "At times, (Fields, Wiggins 8), Murray St. 19 (Whelchel
who are capable of putting up 20
We ran our offense well. But there 12) Assists—Gardner-Webb 16 (Wiggins 5), points (apiece) every night,"
Murray St. 26 (Burdine 7). Total fouls—
were times that we didn't.
Spencer said.
Gardner-Webb 16, Murray St. 19. A-1,957_
: -We gave up too many offen"It's a luxury for me to play
sive rebounds, and sometimes it's lowed with 23 while sophomore with these guys. It takes a lot of
harder to get young guys to play Chris Shumate added 22 and point pressure off me because I don't
defense. We've got to get better guard Justin Burdine 10. The Rac- have to score as much."
defensively ... I guess I'm still ers shot 53 percent (41-of-77) for
Carlos Webb led the Bulldogs
looking for that complete game." the game while hold Gardner-Webb in scoring with 25 points while
While the Racers (1-0) didn't to just 32 percent (24-of-74).
Bruce Fields connected for 15.
-One of our goals is to shoot
exactly follow Anderson's script
Chas Criss and Chris Wiggins also
to the letter, they did provide a at least 50 percent, and we shot scored in double figures with 13
good opening act for a small RSEC 53 percent tonight,- Anderson and 11 points, respectively.
noted. -Another one of our goals
crowd of only 1,957.
Gardner-Webb, playing its first
MSU, which features eight new is to hold our opponents under 35 season of Division I-A basketball
players, proved that it would have percent shooting, and we did that. since moving up from the Divino trouble scoring in 2000-01 as But we're giving up too many offen- sion II level, lost its third game
four Racers hit double digits in scor- sive rebounds (20)."
in as many tries.
The Racers started the contest
ing.
The Bulldogs have already
One of the Racer newcomers, with a 10-0 run and never let the played two mid-major teams besides
sophomore Antione Whelchel, was Bulldogs into the game. Shumate Murray — falling to Virginia Comthe offensive star for Murray, pour- led the early run with a 3-point- monwealth 82-67 in the opener
ing in a game-high 27 points on er and a layup as MSU built a and dropping an 84-57 decision
35-16 advantage en route to a 51I 2-of-14 shooting.
to Old Dominion before facing the
"I really felt comfortable out 32 halftime lead.
Racers.
Murray continued its scoring barthere," Whelchel said. "The guys
"Murray is by far the best team
did a good job of getting me the rage in the second half, outscor- we've played," said Gardner-Webb
hall. and I just tried to get some ing Gardner-Webb by a 52-44 count head coach Rick Scruggs. "They're
to close out the victory.
good looks."
much more athletic than the other
Anderson was impressed with his
Senior forward Isaac Spencer foltwo teams we've played.

III Anderson still
searching for
'
complete game)

season

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
HIGH HOPES...Murray State point guard Kevin Paschel (1)
takes the ball to the hoop as Gardner-Webb's Carlos Webb
(5) defends on the play. The Racers won the season opener 103-76 over the Bulldogs.
"They have a good transition
game, and they have a go-to guy
in Spencer. That's something the
other two didn't have ... This is
the kind of competition we want
to play as we get into playing a

Division I-A schedule."
The Racers will break tor the
Thanksgiving holiday before returning to action next Tuesday against
Division II Colorado-Colorado
Springs.

UK names Goodner defensive coordinator
1111 Franklin one
of four Wildcat
coaches released
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Less
than 48 hours after a blowout loss
at Tennessee capped a nightmare
2-9 season, Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme announced the hiring of
John Goodner as his new defensive coordinator.
Goodner, a former defensive
coordinator at Texas Tech and Baylor, will replace Mumme's longtime friend Mike Major, who
announced his resignation last week.
"I wanted to find somebody
who, first of all, had great integrity and great stability," Mumme

said during Monday's news conference. I wanted somebody who
wasn't going to be bouncing around
from one job to the next trying
to create a defense one place and
then jumping to another place and
do it again.
"I wanted somebody who had
coordinated a defense in a league
similar to (the Southeastern Conference). And I wanted somebody
who really understood and had a
plan for an eight-man front with
a pressure style.
"In looking at those things and
talking to a lot of people, one
name kept coming back to me —
John Goodner.Goodner coached inside linebackers at Texas Tech under Spike
Dykes from 1993-1999, serving as

defensive coordinator his final five
seasons there. In 1998, his unit
ranked eighth in the nation in total
defense, yielding only 285 yards
per game.
Goodner also
coached
linebackers under
Grant Teaff for
11 years at Baylor, serving as
defensive coordinator during
his final season
there in 1992.
FRANKLIN
That season, the
Bears posted a
7-5 record and beat Arizona in
the Sun Bowl.
"I feel very privileged that he
has elected to come on board with

us at this time," Mumme said. "I
really think that our defense is going
to be in great hands.
-We thought we were in for a
great season this year, and we
kind of blew it. So we need to
rise out of the ashes, and I think
this guy is going to do a great
job helping us do that."
Goodner said he was excited
about the chance to coach in the
nation's toughest football conference.
"Last year, I had some opportunities to coach but didn't," he
said. "I chose not to take programs that I didn't feel had the
chance to win. The reason I came
to Kentucky is because I think we
can win here. I believe in what
Coach Mumme is doing and I'm

glad to be here."
Prior to introducing Goodner,
Mumme announced that he had
released offensive coordinator Tony
Franklin, recruiting coordinator
Claude Bassett, defensive ends
coach Darrell Patterson and defensive backs coach Tim Keane.
Mumme said he plans to take
over as offensive coordinator, but
did not state if or when he would
fill any of the other positions.
"It's a hard business ... it's been
a hard season," Mumme said.
"They're all good guys and they're
all professional. But it's my name
on the program. I have to be happy
with the staff that's here, what
they're doing and how they work
with each other.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State will open the 2001
football season at the University
of Mississippi, Racer head coach
Joe Pannunzio announced Monday.
Murray State, which finished
the 2000 season 6-5 and in fourth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference, will meet Ole Miss Sept. 1
in Oxford, Miss. The time of the
game has not been set, but Pannunzio expects it to be a night
game.
"We're excited about it for a
number of reasons," said Pannunzio, who just finished his first
season at MSU. "Number one, it's
an opportunity to play a team
that's been nationally ranked the
last four or five years. Number
two, it's an SEC school, and number three, it will help us monetarily."
Pannunzio was an assistant
coach at Ole Miss under current
Auburn skipper Tommy Tuberville
from 1995-99.
"Ole Miss has always had a
special place in my heart, and I
consider many of the people there
to be dear friends," Pannunzio
said. "My kids still call it home."
While Murray State. an NCAA
Division I-AA member, stands to
make a considerable amount of
money from the game, Pannunzio
said his team looks forward to
the challenge of playing a major
I-A program in Ole Miss.
"Our kids are very excited to
go down there," Pannunzio said.
"It's an opportunity for them to
play in front of 50,000 fans, which
is every player's dream, especially at our level. It will be a great
day for our kids.
"It will also be a great chance
for our fans to go down there
and see that atmosphere. I may
be biased, but there's no better place
to be in the country than in Oxford,
Miss. on a Saturday night before
a football game."
In each of the last three years,
the Racers have played a I-A
opponent: BYU in 1998, Wisconsin in 1999 and Middle Tennessee
State in 2000.
"Obviously, this will have a huge
financial impact on our program,
and not just football," said MSU
director of athletics E.W. Dennison. "All of our athletic programs
benefit when our football team
plays these games, but most of
all, our kids want to play these
games."

Redskins top Rams 33-20 Terps blast Louisville 95-73
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The bye
peek turned out to be a perfect
break for the Washington Redskins.
7 Jeff George threw three touchdown passes and the Washington defense, given extra time to
study the St. Louis Rams' No.
1-ranked offense with the week
off, had a strong game in a 3320 victory Monday night.
"I'm not going to kid you,"
tree safety Mark Carrier said.
".We had some different things
we put in specifically for this team.
If it's a short week. I don't know
how quick we would adjust to
like it did.
"But having that extra week
he I ped."
- The rested Redskins (7-4) also
got four field goals from 44year-old Eddie Murray, signed
during the bye week, and are
back in the thick of the NFC
East picture. tied for second with
the New York Giants and a halfgame behind Philadelphia.
The Redskins already have
beaten both teams. and play them
again at home in their next two
games.
Washington. which entered the
break with consecutive losses to
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HOG HEAVEN...Stephen
Davis and the Redskins
stayed in playoff contention
by beating the St. Louis
Rams 33-20 Monday night.
the Titans and Cardinals, has won
five in a row after a bye. This
time, they handed the defending
Super Bowl champion Rams (83) their second straight loss at
home, where they had a 14-game
winning streak snapped earlier this
season, and their third setback
in five games overall.
The Rams, who had been averaging 39 points, had their lowest regular-season point total since

they scored 19 in the 1998 finale
at San Francisco.
"All during the week, all we
heard was the Rams this, the
Rams that, how are we going to
stop the Rams?" defensive end
Bruce Smith said. "Like we couldn't match up or go out and give
them a competitive game. It was
an insult, but it was inspiring as
well."
The Redskins got a big game
from Smith, who had three sacks
and tackled Trent Green in the
end zone for a safety, and from
most of owner Daniel Snyders
offseason acquisitions.
George, subbing for the injured
Brad Johnson, was 24-for-34 for
269 yards. LaVar Arrington, this
year's first-round draft pick, had
two sacks. Champ Bailey, last
year's No. I pick clinched the
game with an interception and
48-yard return after the Rams
had driven to the 3.
That was the last in a series
of mistakes by the Rams. wbo.
self-destructed after jumping to
a 10-0 lead. St. Louis also lost
two fumbles, one after a 64-yard
catch by Torry Holt and the other
on a kickoff returp'l,, Tons..
Horne.
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LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP) —
Maryland's
veterans
gave
Louisville's rookies a lesson in
big-time basketball.
,Terence Morris had 24 points
and nine rebounds and Lonny Baxter added 18 points and seven
rebounds to lead No. 6 Maryland
to a 95-73 victory over Louisville
on Monday in the opening round
of the Maui Invitational.
The Terrapins (1-0), who shot
61 percent from the field, advanced
to Tuesday's semifinals and will
face No. 8 Illinois, which beat
UNLV 74-69.
Morris, one of five returning

starters for Maryland, had 16 points
in the first half as the Terrapins
took a 52-38 lead by going 20for-33 from the field (60.6 percent).
"The first game is always tough
because no matter how good you've
looked in practice you're not sure
until you've been in a game situation," Maryland coach Gary
Williams said. "I wasn't sure how
we would come out but we did
what we had to do -- get the
ball in to Lonny and Terence."
Louisville started two freshmen
at forward as it replaced its entire
front line from last season.

"Coming in we knew we'd have
trouble with their front line and
we certainly did early when they
either scored or drew fouls,"
Louisville coach Denny Crum said.
"We thought we'd front them but
we didn't do well. In analyzing
this game it was good for our
guys to learn from this experience."
Morris, who finished 10-for-16
from the field, had five points in
a 9-0 run that gave Maryland a
19-8 lead and Louisville (1-1)
never got closer than seven points
the rest of the way.

'Cats looking for first victory
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Don't try to tell Kentucky guard J.P. Blevins that tonight's matchup with
Jacksonville State hould be a laugher.
Like No. 22 Kentucky, Jacksonville State is 0-2.
But unlike the Wildcats, who lost tight games to
No. 23 St. John's and No. 15 UCLA in the Coaches vs. Cancer Classic, Jacksonville State fell to
Alabama A&M 74-71 and then got thumped 91-51
at Auburn on Sunday.
As Blevins pointed out, however, both teams are
still searching for that first victory no matter who
it comes against.
"Right now we're 0-2. so we just need a win,"
Blevins said. "We won a scrimmage game since we
lost those two games in New York, but we need to

get a victory that actually counts."
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith said he believes
his squad can learn a lot playing a team that clearly is overmatched but just as hungry to get a win.
"They had a tough game (Sunday) against Auburn
and got beat pretty bad, so I'm sure that they'll
come in here ready to play," Smith said. "Really. I
don't think I've ever played a game where we didn't learn something."
Sophomore Keith Bogans is one of three Wildcats averaging in double figures with 19.5 points
and 7.5 rebounds a game. Junior Tayshaun Prince
is next at 12.5 points and six rebounds, while sophomore Marvin Stone has added 11 points and 6.5
rebounds.
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Former Wildcat
Chapman retires
from NBA's Suns

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times photo

STORM THE GATES.. Murray State junior guard Justin Burdine tries
to drive past the outstretched arm of a Gardner-Webb defender in the
Racers 103-76 season-opening win over the visiting Bulldogs Monday
at the Regional Special Events Center.

PHOENIX (AP)- Rex Chapman, one of the top
shooters in the NBA when he was at his best,
announced his retirement Monday because of a series
of injuries.
Chapman, 33, underwent surgery on his right wrist
before training camp and began the season on the
injured list. He is to have ankle surgery soon.
"My body just has gotten to the point where it's
not allowing me to do the things I want to do,"
said Chapman who also has been sidelined by knee
and toe injuries. "I'vt had six surgeries in the last
five_years, and I need a couple of more."
Phoenix Suns owner Jerry Colangelo said Chapman will receive the $10 million he's due on the
remaining four years of his contract.
After two standout collegiate seasons at Kentucky,
Chapman was Charlotte's first ever draft pick, the
eighth choice overall, in 1988.
Chapman was traded to Washington in 1992 and
averaged a career-best 18.2 points with the Bullets
in 1993-94. He played with Miami in 1995-96, then
signed with the Suns as a free agent.
His last game was at Vancouver on March 17.
The following day, he underwent an emergency appendectomy.
"I remember going into the hospital thinking 1
made my last shot," he said. "I made my first one,
and I missed a bunch in between. But something
told me that might have been it."

Dayton upsets UConn in Maui
LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP)-The Maui Invitational's dream semifinals almost happened.
Top-ranked Arizona had no trouble advancing Monday, beating Chaminade. the host
Division II school 97-57. Sixth-ranked Maryland beat Louisville 95-73 and will face No.
8 Illinois, which rallied for a 74-69 win over
UNLV.
Dayton was the team that threw a wrench
in the all-Top 25 semis by beating No. 12
Connecticut 80-66. And now the Flyers get
to face the No. 1 team in the country on
Tuesday.
"I felt we belonged in this tournament,"
Dayton coach'Oliver Purnell said. "We proved
it today and we'll have a bigger opportunity
tomorrow.The Flyers were impressive in their season opener, leading the Huskies (1-1) 74-52
with 6:32 to play. Senior forward Yaunta Holland led Dayton with a career-high 24 points
as he dominated Connecticut inside.
"Coming in everybody knew we had a
backcourt, but nobody knew we had a frontcourt," Holland said, referring to preseason
predictions that it would be the perimeter
people who would lead Dayton. "All we heard
about coming in was how good Connecticut
is. We just let everything flow and stuck to
our game plan."
In other games involving Top 25 teams,
No. 3 Kansas routed Boise State 101-61; No.
17 Wake Forest edged Richmond 69-61; and
No. 25 Virginia beat Coastal Carolina 11778.
The 6-foot-7 Holland, who averaged 8.6
points last season, had his previous career

Nadeau gets
first victory
at season's
final race
HAMPTON, Ga. (AP)- Jerry
Nadeau seemingly came out of
nowhere to win his first NASCAR
Winston Cup race. Hardly.
He's been hanging around for
a while - living in a motor home
that he could take from track to
track, scraping together $15,000
to buy a minor-league ride that
might get him noticed, bouncing
around to three different backmarker teams once he made it to
Winston Cup.
"I waited a long time for this."
Nadeau said Monday after winning the NAPA 500 at Atlanta
Motor Speedway, the final race
of the year.
He landed this year with HenMotorsports. Suddenly,
drick
Nadeau -found himself sharing a
garage with a couple of former
Winston Cup champions. Jeff Gordon and Terry Labonte.
Still, it took a whole year to
get used to racing with such a
high-profile team.
"It's the best of everything,"
Nadeau said. "You've got to run
a whole different routine. I was
used to running all out. I wrecked
a lot of cars. Now, I've gained
so more patience."
After finishing no better than
fourth coming to Atlanta, the 30year-old native of Danbury. Conn.,
finally broke through.
His Chevrolet Monte Carlo was
clearly the strongest car in the
NAPA 500, postponed a day by
rain. Still, he needed a great restart
with seven laps to go before cruising to a 1.338-second victory over
Dale Earnhardt.
Nadeau averaged 141.295 mph
in finally winning in his 103rd
Winston Cup start.
It was the final race for Darrell Waltrip. who is retiring after
29 years on the track.

high of 21 points against La Salle as a sophomore. He was 9-of-12 from the field and
had six rebounds.
"I'm shocked," Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun said. "We got beat up. We didn't defend.
We didn't box out. They dominated us inside.
A 6-foot-7 post man dominated us. I can't
tell you how disappointed I am."
Dayton was up 39-37 at halftime and started the second half with a 104 run. Holland
scored on a rebound and had a three-point
play on a move down low as part of a 195 run that gave Dayton the 22-point lead.
"We set the tone right away that we wouldn't back down in the paint,- Purnell said. "In
the second half, we played half-court defense
and gang-rebounded and when we did that
and continued our good offense we broke it
open."
Tony Stanley was 4-for-9 from 3-point
range and added 22 points for the Flyers,
while Nate Green had 11 points and 12 rebounds.
Albert Mouring had 16 points and Tony
Robertson added 15 for the Huskies, who
were playing without starters Caron Butler
and Souleymane Wane, who are both serving
three-game suspensions from the NCAA. Both
players will be eligible to return for Wednesday's game in this tournament.
No. 1 Arizona 97, Chaminade 57
Junior forward Michael Wright had IS
points and a tournament-record 19 rebounds
to lead the Wildcats, who played their season-opener without preseason All-America center Loren Woods, who is serving a six-game
suspension for violating NCAA rules.
The Wildcats didn't miss Woods against

the Silverswords, playing their first game
under coach Aaron Greiss. Arizona finished
with a 57-28 rebound advantage and had 25
offensive rebounds, nine by Wright, who averaged 15.5 points and 8.7 rebounds last season.
"In the first five minutes, I had six rebounds
so 1 knew I was going to have a doubledigit game," he said. "I went to the glass
hard and wound up with the ball."
Wright broke the tournament record of 18
rebounds set by Ron Reis of Santa Clara
against Iowa State in 1990.
Richard Jefferson had 16 points on 7-for11 shooting for Arizona, while C.J. Cowgill
had 16 points for Chaminade, which fell to
3-44 in the 17 years it has played host to
the tournament.
No. 8 Illinois 74, UNLV 69
Frank Williams scored 22 points and the
Illini (2-0) rallied from a 14-point deficit in
the first half. Illinois used runs of 9-0 and
11-0 to get back in the game, and it was
tied at 36 at halftime.
The Illini took advantage of UNLV's lack
of depth - Chris Richardson is under indefinite suspension for an NCAA violation and
Lou Kelly broke his foot earlier in the month
- and foul trouble -- four Runnin' Rebels
fouled out - to take command.
"We are going to look back this one and
draw on it for a long time to come," Illinois
coach Bill Self said. "This was a grind-it-out
game. We didn't play particularly well and
nothing went right early, but I'd rather be
tough mentally they way we were tonight
than tough physically."

SCOREBOARD

Lindy Surfer

Jr. Lady Tigers (2-0) defeat Benton 43-23
BENTON, Ky. - The Murray Middle School eighth-grade girls' basketball
team improved to 2-0 on the year with a 43-23 victory over Benton Monday.
Lisa Thurman led the Jr. Lady Tigers with 13 points and seven rebounds
while Breanna Volp added 10 points and six steals and Bre Sykes contributed
six points and eight boards. Katie Garland. Davina Anderson and Rachel Williams
scored four points apiece.
MMS returns to action Tuesday at 6 p.m. at South Marshall,

Notice
Pictures, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger &
Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger office
on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Cat 753-1916 ext. 23 for more information.

KEEP SCORE WITH
THE LEDGER & TIMES

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MONDAY'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES
EAST
Delaware 79. Delaware St. 54
Franklin & Marshall 87, Wesley 62
George Mason 80, Drexel 72
George Washington 91, Old Dominion 89
Manchester 65, Neumann 57
Navy 87, Northeastern 66
Pittsburgh 74. Moms Brown 53
St. Mary's, Md. 113, Lincoln. Pa 89
Susquehanna 79, York, Pa 68
SOUTH
Alabama 92. Troy St. 64
Appalachian St 86, Robert Morris 71
Asbury 97. Crown College 79
Butler 72, Birmingham-Southern 62
Clayton St. 83. Morehouse 74
Coll of Charleston 57. Chattanooga 56
Cumberland. Tenn 79, Freed-Hardeman 75
Georgia Si 88, Savannah St 45
James Madison 87. VMI 69
LSU 92. Louisiana-Monroe 49
Mercer 92. Auburn 88
Morehead St 80, Huntington 73
Murray St. 103, Gardner-Webb 76
Rhodes 86, Rust 74
S Carolina St 72, Tennessee Tech 52
Tenn -Martin 121. Bethel. Tenn 65
Tennessee St. 75, Middle Tennessee 71
The Citadel 78. Limestone 72
Trevecca Nazarene 87. Emmanuel 78
Tufane 84. Va Commonwealth 80
Virginia 117. Coastal Carolina 78
Virginia-Wise 83. Tusculum 70
Wake Forest 69, Richmond 61
William & Mary 48. Virginia Tech 46
Wingate 124, Morris 87
MIDWEST
Ashland 101. Wilberforce 66
Concordia, St P 85, North Central 49

SPORTS BRIEFS

First Baptist Church
Murray, KY

Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

GRAND PERFORMANCE...Cathy Simmons of Murray (center) takes the victory platform after winning a wakeboarding event this summer at Villach, Austria, one of Williams'
four wins en route to the 2000 Jose Cuervo Wakeboard
European Pro Tour season championship. Williams also
won titles in Athens, Greece, Benidorm, Spain and Blau
Meer, the Netherlands before taking fifth in the final tour
stop of the year Aug. 5-6 in London, England. Before heading to Europe, Williams was seventh on the U.S. tour after
four of six events, taking fifth place at a meet in North
Carolina and earning a ninth-place finish at the Gravity Games,
which were televised by NBC last July in Providence. R.I.

Creighton 96, W Illinois 50
Detroit 98. Wtyne. Mich 73
Doane 93. Graceland 79
Hampton 73. E Michigan 71
Kansas 101, Boise St 61
Kent St 90, Mercyhurst 56
Marquette 68, Massachusetts 64
Northern St SD 101, Chadron St. 73
Pittsburg St. 85. Bethany, Kan 79
Sioux Falls 121. Trinity Bible 67
Youngstown St 85. Slippery Rock 59
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 104, Southwestern, Kan 54
Ouachita 73. Lyon 69
S Arkansas 86. Jarvis Christian 75
TCU 104, Alabama St 58
Tarleton St 77, National Christian 59
Texas A&M 77, North Texas 74
Texas A&M Commerce 82, Texas-Dallas 75
Tulsa 89. Rhode Island 80
FAR WEST
Cal Poly-SLO 89. UC San Diego 67
Nevada 79, Montana St 62
Oregon St 91, S Colorado 23
Regis 83. Wayland Baptist 71
S Utah 78, Weber St 69
Washington St 83. Portland St 55
TOURNAMENTS
Battle of Baltimore Classic
Championship
UMBC 74. Loyola. Md 56
Third Place
Morgan St 59 Towson 56
Maui invitational
First Round
Arizona 97, Chaminade 57
Dayton 80, Connecticut 66
Illinois 74. UNLV 69
Maryland 95. Louisville 73

Saturday, DECEMBER 2• 7:00 PM
The Murray Christmas Festival - 2000 Sunday, DECEMBER 3• 4:30 & 7:00 PH
(Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle your THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL free ticket reque,,,

1.

Name

City
2.

-sN‘cCutting Edge
Hair • Tan • Spa
Located Behind Cracker Barrel • 759-3343

Zip

SATURDAY, December 2 At 7:00 PM
SUNDAY,December 3 At 4:30 PM
SUNDAY,December 3 At 7:00 PM
3.

Number of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please)

4.

Include a self-addressed stamped envelope. If this envelope is not
enclosed, then the tickets cannot be mailed.
Address request to: THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071
Please send tickets to me for the other time if my
request time is unavailable.

3 TANNING VISITS for $5.00
or
TAN ALL MONTH for $29.95
Open 7 Days Per Week Mon.-Fri. 9-7: Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5

State

Circle the day/date and time you wish to attend.

5.

Gift Certificates Available • Expires Dec. 31st

Phone

Address

Do not send me any tickets if my request time is not available
Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY. No telephone orders can be accepted.
If there are any problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854 between
the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. after NOVEMBER 27!
PICOSe

,prdir otIll those tickets which you require so that others may have the by of attending Thanks"
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CLASSIFIED

t:Be46t 14)1411e

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
Ad

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

753-1916

Display Ads

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $700 minimum 1st day IN per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper 1Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guidel$2 50 extra for blind box ads

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

et: Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel
Will Be Open Thanksgiving Day 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Home Cooked Food
Chicken & Dressing & All The Trimmings

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

060
Kelp Wanted

APARTMENT and maintains person. Like plumbing, and electric supply
truck and tools for acceptable applicant. Call 753Hunters 8756 between 6-7pm
lease:
FOR
DERMATOLOGY
Paradise Wildlife Refuge
of Murray
270-489-2116 leave meshas a part - time position
sage, will return call.
(20 hours a week) available immediately for person with excellent phone
skills and who enjoys workFOUND: 11-4-00: Black & ing with people. Duties to
grey Blue healer (mix?), also include filing and other
cattle type dog. Call to front office responsibilities.
identify and claim. 753- If interested, please send a
typewritten resume with a
7997.
handwritten cover letter to:
area)
Concord
(New
LOST
South 8th St., Suite
300
unneutered male black &
281-W, Murray, KY 42071
white. Beagle wearing red
by 11/28/00. Absolutely no
collar. Last see Wed 11-17
telephone inquiries.
Hesley Dr. (near Kline Rd)
If found or know where- MURRAY 96 hour Principal
abouts please call. 436- Real Estate License Night.
2018 (Leave message) Classes
beginning
Family pet.
December 4th. Class start
time, 5:30- 9:15pm._ MonThrough
Wed,
Tue060
February 2nd. Credit cards
HdpViante4
welcome. Now enrolling
high pass ratio. Free inforFULL Time
mation. Phone 270-792Immediate Opening.
Fax 270-586-8083.
0778.
mail
commercial
Operate
equipment. Debris Adams School.
processing
American Career Training
Must have mechanical
since 1992. Approved by
aptitude to perform minor
Kentucky Real Estate
repair and maintenance.
Commission.
Driving and lifting required.
Basic computer skills helpYour Ad
ful. Health Insurance after
Be
Could
3 months. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail,
Here!
87 spruce St. eB, Murray.
Ky.
POSITION Available
Part-time position approximately 25 hrs per week.
Applicants must have
knowledge of computers.
Internet, accounting, and
good communication skills.
Must be a self-starter.
Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway
Board of Realtors.
415 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071.
EOE
)
OWN a computer'
Put it to work
$500-57,500 mo
www homeworionternet corn

Slip Waned

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary., Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364

PRODUCTION supervisor
with growing direct mai
Supervise
company.
maintain
employees,
equipment, responsible for
on- time completion of customer jobs. Leadership
skills desired Mechanical
aptitude with ability to learn
specialized equipment and
a specialized industry.
Salary plus profit sharing.
Apply in person or send
resume to Automated
Direct Mail, 87 Spruce St.
#13, Murray, KY 42071

LOOKING For:
New Licensed Real Estate_
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office opening in Murray. No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.

HVAC SERVICE
TECH/JOURNEYMAN
Excellent package for experienced heat and
air service technician/licensed journeyman
Top wages and benefits including retirement.
vacation, holidays, insurance.
Apply at:

COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out just
because you have an
Apple computer. Call the
Mac Doc! Hard drives,
Internet
connections,
modems,
software
upgrades, printing problems, whatever. I can help!
753-5778.
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S

SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo.
Managers $3000/ mo
Maior company expanding. Will train.
Call Monday- Wednesday
1-800-578-8799.

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

CERTIFIED in home
Daycare Provider
has openings,
references available
Call 767-9762
CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece ot
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.

CUSTOM cleaning tailored
to fit your cleaning needs.
Openings
available.
References. Leave message. 474-8340.
NEED someone to keep 2
children in the afternoons:
12•30 til 5pm, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday.
Please call 759-8797.
OFFICE or home cleaning
Call 759-4762

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519S. 12th. Murray.

FREE, Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free For more information,
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N 4th St
759-0901
FULL size pool table, skea
ball machine, air hockey,
upright piano, day bed
Call 328-8321 or 559-9114
GOOD gas heater for sale
Call 7591167
LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV, campers, etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99.00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389
7570 sewing/
PFAFF
embroidery machine w/
computer. Lots of extras.
753-5745
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price. Call
for
437-4877
details.November Special
8x12 $825.
STRAW for sale 1.75 bale
759-4718 753-4582
SUNTAN bed. Wolff Sun
Quest Pro 26RS. Like new.
$1400,00
767-0780 (day)
435-4420 (night).

$29,900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre lot. Storage
building. Evenings.
753-0902.
12X60 2br , 2 bath w/ appliances, new carpet. Great
condition Very nice only
$5000.00!
270-345-9541.
14X64 Good condition,
front kitchen, 28r, 1 Bath,
$5.500. 767-0294.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
bath, AC, DW, all appliances. Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796.
DOUBLEW1DE 2 large
lots, large metal building.
12ft. high sliding doors,
plus more. 1 mile from
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
1997
NICE
EXTRA
FLEETWOOD. 16x60, 2br,
2 bath with 10x12 storage
sell!
Must
building.
$15,500. Call 759-1629.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939.
NICE 3br., 2 bath doublewide on 1 acre lot. Very
roomy. Will sell without lot.
Must see. Call 759-0210.
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
SMALL 1br mobile home
2 1/2 blocks from "Briggs"
"Kenlake Foods"
$190/mo rent.
$190.00 deposit
753-7953

150

Articles
For Sale
14FT. Jon Boat. Small trail
er 4'x6'. ATV gun boot.
Grandmother clock. 7538744.
BOOTH SPACE available
Charlie's Antique Mall
Hazel
270-492-8175

TLC CHILDCARE
Has a few spaces
for a few new faces
CERTIFIED FAMILY
DAYCARE
437-4966

Now hiring cooks & counter

help fdr day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

HOLIDAY
GIFTS
Poinsettias
Dept. 56 Houses
Christmas Napkins
Paper Plates
Blooming Cyclamens
Ivy Topiaries
Candles
Snowmen Ornaments
Tabletop Fountains
Christmas Trees
Fresh Wreaths
8z Roping

1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park. "An Exceptional
Community". Spaces avail$95.00/mo.
at
able
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and Westview.
753-3855.
LOT for rent 492-8488

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
Kentucky has an immediate opening for a fulltime Occupational Therapist. Applicants may he
caring for infants, children, adolescents, adults
and/or senior patients and must have the knowledge and skills to care for the physical and
development needs of these individuals.
Graduate of an accredited O.T. Program with
certification required. Current licensure in the
state of Kentucky is also required. Resumes and
professional references are to be submitted to:

Daily Door Prizes
Gift Certificates

"
404
Hoffman's
Hwy.94 East
759-4512

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Availablc
•Grill Cook
.Prep Cook/Experience With Steam Kettle Cooking Helpful
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental Insurance,
40IK, Stock Purchase.
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.

N

E. 0 Edi

E

Equal Opportunity Employer

BRAND new white bunk
bed, full bed on bottom/
twin bed on top Call 7594762

EDE

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwocd
C/H/A. new carpet $375
Coleman RE. 759-4118
2BR Near MSU $325
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
lease No pets $390
759-4826
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR townhouse Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo Coleman RE
759-4118
3BR. duplex for rent. C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup,
new carpet and vinyl No
pets. 759-8200.
3BR., 2 bath, range, ref
DPW, ceiling fans, central
H/A, includes water, blinds.
W/D hook up. 2 car
garage. $525/ mo rent +
$300 cleaning/ security
dep. References required
No pets. 104 Williams
Call Marge 759-5534
(work) 753-1586
8AM-2PM.

1650 Oliver tractor diesel
7' bushhog $2,800 474
2772
TRACTOR for sale M4700,
42hp. 4- wheel drive, 7539400435-4214

Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. Flexible Shifts.

300
Business Rentals

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE

RN Supervisor 3-11
LPN 7-3 and LPN 3-11
Receptionist 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance.
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
plan, Attendance bonus. Child Care. and
Tuition reimbursement.

270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16Th STREET • MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy
Best suited for low traffic professional office

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Fleetwood
OFFICE Space for rent at
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
the Hopkinsville Federal
rock delivered 437-4718 or
Savings Bank building, 7th
753-2443
and Main, Murray Ky
FIREWOOD Oak & some Please contact tlelen
hickory $35/rick 759-2316 Foley at 753-7921 for
SEASON firewood for sale details Immediate availability.
436-5845

Apartments For Rent
LARGE brick duplex In
very private area C/H/A,
utility room no pets Lease
+ deposit $450/mo 7591087
NEW 3br condo-plex
Available Jan 2, 2001
monthideposd
$675
required 753-0834
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex.
With stove, refrigerator,
microwave, W/D Lawn
included.
maintenance
$475/mo. 753-9240
NICE 2br., duplex New
vinyl
and
carpet
required
References
$325/mo + deposit 4354114
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
University Heights Apts.
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts. are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible.
759-2282. Mon. Wed &
Thurs 9-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
1-800-648-6056 .
only:
Housing
Equal
Opportunity.

4br • Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTRA nice 1br,, 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, VV&D. 1yr.
lease. 1 month deposit. No
pets 753-2905.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
duplex
1br
LARGE
Private area Very clean.
off the road parking 7538588

Call 753-1890.

Farm Equipment

NURSING ASSISTANTS:

CONTACT: Shelley Motley or Kim Ray
0 767-3665

Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
craekerbarrel corn

S.

For Rent

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT

-=\
WestView
N

753-9621

7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

EOE • N1/F/V/D

Old Country Store

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

200
Business Rentals

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
ATTN: Human Resource Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

Office Space

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.

1-800-753-5458
(270)753-8181

usiness Rentals

Noma For We

HE Wanted

EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regiontelecommunications
al)
firm seeks qualified applicants with background in
telecommunications operations, telecommunications
construction, or electronics. The employer does not
discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, color, sex,
age, national origin, or disability. Resumes accepted
until November 29,2000.
NO phone calls please
Respond to Personnel
West
Department,
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, P. 0. Box
649, Mayfield, Ky. 4206E0649.
EMPLOYMENT Opportunity
Progressive local (regional) telecommunications
firm seeks applicants for
the position of Telephone
Receptionist. This full time
entry level position is
responsible for answering
multiple lines and passing
calls to proper person or
department, maintaining
list of staff not in the office,
other
messages, and
duties within busy office
environment as needed.
Experience with multi-line
key system a plus. The
employer does not discriminate on the base of race,
religion, color, sex, age,
national origin, or disability.
Resumes must be sent to
Rural
Kentucky
West
Telephone Cooperative,
Personnel
Attention:
Department, P.O. Box 649,
May-field, Ky 42066-0649,
and must arrive before
November 29,2000. NO
phone calls will be accepted concerning this position

a.m.
a.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

300

060

Happy eirthday

Deadlines

Publish

foram
1-2. 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR furnished Low utilt
ties No pets $225,mo
753-3949
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118

WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts.
1 & 2,br. apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

19862 US Hwy 68 E.,
Aurora Duplex 2Br/ 5
rooms $450 a month, plus
1Br efficiency $250 a
month Newly remodel
near Kenlake State Park
800-531-2246
2 bedrooms, stove, refng ,
C/H/A. in Murray Ref.
Deposit No pets $375
492-8594
2 br . nice neighborhood,
garage Call 753-8755
2-3BR nice carpet, refrigerator, stove, washer. and
dryer Fenced back yard.
no pets. $495/mo. +
deposit, lease. 753-7920.
3BR house, one bath located five miles east of
Murray near school. $400
per month, and a $400
cleaning/securty deposit.
Rental application and an
ongoing thirty(30) day contract required. No pets For
appointment to see call
(270) 489-2456
EXTREMELY nice 2br., 2
bath home on large farm in
Kirksey. Also TV. room LR,
kitchen. DR. $500/mo.
$500 deposit required. No
pets Call 753-7463 after
5PM
HAZEL 3br. 1 1/2 bath,
appliances. WO heck-up,
C/H/A, lease, deposit and
references Call 492-8526
LAKEWAY Lake Home 3
Bedroom, 2 car garage
Month , $2000
$1200
deposit (907)479-4935
LARGE 2 story brick home
2 bath 2 car
w/4br
garage fenced back yard
Zoned business or residential $650/mo
753-0089
SMALL. clean 2br, 1 bath,
self-cleaning
includes
range, microwave, dishwasher, ref., ceiling fans,
W/D hook-up, central H/A,
blinds & curtains, separate
dining room. References
required $500/mo rent +
$300 security / cleaning
deposit No pets 321 S
13th St Available now. Cali
Marge
(home) 759-5534
(work) 753-1586 8am-2pm
360
Storage Rentals

SHOP for rent
40'x32' block building with
office and restroom 1 1/2
270
mi out of city limits Air
LMobile Homes For Safe
furnished.
compressor
water furnished propane
1993 14x70 Norris mobile heated Available Dec 1
119 Main • 753-6266
home
2br, 2 bath Call 753-0305 for more 2 br. close to college, 900d.
Call
condition information
Excellent
neighborhood
NORTHWOOD
storage
Kitchen has lots of cabinet
7538187
units availpresently
has
space Asking $
00
VACANT, 1 BR Apartment able 753-2905 Or 753Call (270) 489-2013
12'500and
$250 plus deposit No 7536
leave message
pets 753-5292
TRIPPS Firewood
Calf Rudy 416-27'8
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430
Rentals

Pori*

Reg Mete
2 BR, 1 bath,brick ranch,
hardwood, privacy fence,
new root, 9x14 storage
building, lots of updates
Asking $48,000 759-9417
2 Story 6 Br, 3.5 baths in
Coles Campground Rd
2.5 car garage 4000 sq.
ft. Listed on

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What It's Wortn

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

For Sale

753-3853

COZY 3Br, 2 bath hom4.•
PRESTON Heights
Ideal for retired couples' 388, 2 bath, 1876 sq ft
Mature trees and fenced bnck and vinyl home many
backyard ' Central gas extras,
heat • One car garage'
Call 759-1770
Call 753-3903 after 5.00
for appointment
No realtors please
DUPLEX for sale.
Moving & must sell. 2
PRICE REDUCED!
blocks from campus. 2br.,
1 1/2 bath, HW floors, all 1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
appliances, decks, wooded w/large deck, 2 car garage
lot. Excellent investment Open floor plan Priced to
$129,000. By appt. only sell! 759-9874
309-837-1334
Call 615-834-1851 after
5PM.
REDUCED Must See!
LOVELY new home for 3br , brick, 2 baths
sale Many features make w/whirlpool, great room
it an attractive offering for w/fp, column entry, formal
the discerning buyer The dining room, neutral colors
Make Offer!
interior has all the ameni116 Murray Estates
ties of the finest executive
759-4644
home Call 753-3903 after
5 00
OUTSTANDING Home in
Witty Vehicles
Estates.
Canterbury
possession.
Immediate
Ford
Explorer
4br, 21/2 baths. 1520 1998
Limited, Loaded. 54,000
Canterbury.
miles, $17,500. Call 753436-5922.
7879 753-4810.
Your Ad
83 Jeep Wagoner 2-4
WDR.
Good
truck,
Could Be
Michelin's
Sacrifice
Here!
$2,500. Call 492-8485

(2) 3,4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
WV4Wowners.corn
DREAM building sites with
NJWG2432
rolling wooded hillsides
for more details
Restricted Various size
Price reduced Must Sell
tracts available 5 minutes
$185,000 OBO
west of town You have to
753-0280
see to appreciate Call
your
private
today for
3 Good natural AKC
3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car
showing 753-2905
Rottweller puppies
garage, 1.8 acres. Lynn
LAND for Sale: 2.5 acres,
9wks old, shots $200
Grove.
in county subdivision,
" Call 436-6367
753-9400 435-4214.
underground utilities. 753AKC registered Golden
house on 1 1/2 acre.
3BR.
8249 $14,000
Retrievers 1st shots and
5 minutes from town. 10
LOTS for sale Starting at
wormed 6wks old.
lake.
from
minutes
$11.000 Price includes
$200 females (6)
mature
Outbuildings,
water. septic & driveway
$225 males (2)
shade, C/H/A, new beige
Also land home packages
759-9946.
burber carpet, appliances.
270-437-4838
$58,500. 270-436-5695 or
. DOG Obedience
753-4487. Good rental
Master Trainer
investment.
436-2858.
4 rental houses in Murray.
FREE PUPPIES: very
Large residential
Close to campus. 2 duplexcute, Collie /Lab/ Blue
corner lot on
es and one triplex. 1
Healer mix. Call Glenda @
zoned. commercial. 753435-4453
Robertson Rd So
2479
11
156
x
ft
137
Bichon
Frige
LOVING AKC
pUppies. Male & female.
Located 1 mile west
Also one 7 months old
of town with
female, and 20 month
municipal utilities
male. 759-8147.
Great neighbors
For Sale By Owner
PEGGY'S Dog Grooming.
Making holiday appoint0% Down To Qualified Buyer
ments now! 753-2915.

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

FOR SALE

NEW HOME

Call 759-4059

14' stock trailer. New paint
753-2533
6entle 4 yr old paint pony,
will hold until Christmas.
$650. 753-0062

Acreage
55 wooded acres 8 miles
west of Hazel on Stateline
Rd. Red gates on left
$45,000. 901-837-7595

3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite •large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck •5 bedrooms •3 baths

• oak cabinets. Price reduced

$159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966

1992 Cadillac, Sedan
DeVille 131K miles, clean
well maintained, nice car
$5400 00 OBO Call 7538318 or 762-4059
1995 White Mercury Sable
GS. All power, excellent
condition. $6500.00
1992 Toyota Camry LE,
hunter green with 12 disc
CD changer Excellent condition. Asking $6500.00
753-2350 or 767-9303,
leave message.
1996 Mazda 626/ES
Sunroof, leather, 73K
miles $6,950.00 753-0114
1997 Oldsmobile Achiva
SL, good condition. Must
sell. 753-8908.
NEAR MINT CONDITION!
1987 Cadillac DeSeville
Won at Brandon Auto
World. 1 owner, red, all
power, 140,xxx miles.
$3800.00 OBO 753-9786

-for -houses,
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
-& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Seri e

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pau/ Lamb
Remm al

1-800-909-9064

1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr., hunter green, dual air,
luggage
rack. 20,300
miles. $17,400. Must sell!
247-5265.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

•

CARPET &
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
'Install braces & floor joists under houses to

sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers
other home improvements

Plus

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Experience!

Mri 641-11/ Mies south ct4
'wiry to Torn Teyk. Rd
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A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

WE DOT Over 34 Years

SERVICES OFFERED

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

753-7728

-Moving
•

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•
r

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Itoarkao Slatidaed

Services Offered

1984 Toyota P/U, 22R, lots
of new parts installed Run
great, looks great
1-901-247-5951
1994 Dodge Ram 1500,
short wheel base, white,
tinted windows, loaded
Nice truck, 138,000 miles.
8,500 080(901)247-5208
Ranger
1994
FORD
Excellent condition,5spd
manual. Must Sell.
Days, 753-8887
Nights, 759-9974.

Carpentry
ALL
SUREWAY
Electrical. Home building
TREE SERVICE
additions,
remodeling
Stump Removal
Rotten floors, sagging
Insured with full line of
roofs. Home & Mobile
equipment
siding.
vinyl
repair,
Free estimates
References. Call Larry
753-5484
Nimmo.
TRIPP'S
753-9372, 753-0353.
Backhoe Service
Including
ANTENNAS
Septic System's,
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
Foundation's, Driveway's,
amplifiers, and accesHauling, Land Clearing.
sories.
436-2778.
Dish Network & Direct TV
LAWN CARE
TUCKER
Sales,
Systems,
1995 Chevy, 1500 pickup, Satellite
SERVICES
WT, LWB„ 4.6 V-6, 5D, Service and fnstallation.
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
Beasley's Antenna
dual exhaust, sharp, 106K
removal, dethatchclipping
Satellite,
bedliner and cover. $6,000
overseeding
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY ing, aeration,
474-8001
bed
fertilization,
&
502-759-0901.
2000 Chevy Silverado Ext.
mulching. Free Estimates.
Coating
Seal
Asphalt
cab. Red, 2 Wh Dry.
759-9609
Travis Asphalt
19,000 OBO. Call Day
Sealing
489-2998 Night 437-4383.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
-Driveways
wanted. No job too small.
'Parking lots
Give us a call. Yes we
Camper:
*Striping
clean gutters.
FREE ESTIMATES
Phone: 436-5759
FOR sale or trade: slide in
753-2279
Concrete
INSULATED
camper $550. 753-0062.
Forms. Basements, walls,
BACKHOE SERVICE
WINNEBAGO, CLASS A
retainer walls.
26 FT, 1988, 56K, 454 ROY HILL. Septic system. foundation
753-7457,
excellent condition. Been drive-ways, hauling, foun- Jimmy Bucy
436-2778.
Tripp
Rudy
436-2113.
etc.
dations,
redecorated and carpet,
LEE'S
new tires. Sale or trade. CARPORTS for cars and
CARPET
(270)436-2388
trucks. Special sizes for
CLEANING
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec- Carpets, upholstery &
&Motors
Water
tion, high quality, excellent Emergency
Removal. Serving Murray
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
S-17B
1994
Astro
Free
1970.
Chimney Since
Chim
Bassboat: w/matching trail- CHIM
Satisfaction
Estimates.
Cleaning.
Chimney
Sweep
er, 75HP Mariner, fully
Guaranteed.
. equipped, garage kept, 10% SR Discount. We sell
753-5827
screens.
and
caps
chimney
exc. cond. $5,900.00.
Manning.
435-4006.
Tracy
MOVING
(270) 388-7233.
COTTAGE Grove Tn Deer
Lamb Brothers
processing 901-782-3453 Cross Country Or Local.
Ices Offered
$42.00 processing fee
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
1-877-902-5262 or
Siding. Quality Work. Free
270-753-2555.
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience.
RILEY Remodeling
All Major Appliances
Walters. 753-2592.
& Construction
and Most Major Brands
Doors installed, vinyl siding
ELECTRICAL
& aluminum trim, roofing,
New construction,
On The Square • Murray
remodeling, or just replac- shingles & metal roofs.
windows,
Replacement
ing a switch
(270) 753-1713
additions, garages. decks,
Licensed & Insured
pole barns.
753-0834
A-1 Tree Service
Free Estimates.
Stump Removal
270-489-2907
492-8737,
ELECTRICAL Services
ROOF LEAKING?
437-3044
No job to small and no
Call a professional.
Free Estimates
residential job to big
Residential. Commercial
Please Call (270)474-0880
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
or Industrial.
Decks, Home Additions.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
270-435-4645.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, Tnmming, removal, stump
FENCING
Garages, Carports, Pole grinding, firewood. Insured.
Midway Fence Company.
Barns, Metal Buildings, 489-2839.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors GRAVEL & top soil for sale. Chain link, custom wood
Finished. We also build driveway & privacy fences, installation
&
Installed
and repairs at reasonable
Workmanship.
Quality
roads
prices. Insured
Rates.
Affordable
270-437-4838.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Licensed.
GUTTERS:
753-7860. 753-9308.
Seamless Aluminum
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
Gutters Variety of colors
560
tree work, cleaning out
Free estimates.
Free Column
sheds, gutters, etc
West Ky Seamless
436-2867
Gutters. 753-0278

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

S29.99 Monthly Services/Monitonng Fee
Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St. • 753-0530

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
:co Fax (270) 753-1927

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tanuny
at 753-1916

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service AllBrands
,tified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License oh402182

270-759-2288

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

PSYCHIC READINOR
ADVISES IN ALL
PRO8LEM5 OF LIFE

TELLS PAST 117
PRESENT Abl0 FUTURE

Wm,,4444t
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.

767-0508

FREE

PALLETS
U -haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

HELLO TO

Say GOOD BUYS
020
[
Niatia

270-7594979

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement
Guide Cal1 Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
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WE SERVICE

2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

HOME
SECURITY

Services Offered

wo
wit
CaU
dic

Ward-Elkins

cEPAmic TILE•COMP TILE •VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

Visit Our Showroom Today
4
_
;dm
&FL
CAR
Rd.

1993 Nissan 300ZX 2+2
Fully loaded, Bose stereo with CD player,
Power Windows, Door locks, Power leather seats,
5-speed, locking T-tops, for more information
call 762-0267 after 5 p.m.

Used Trucks

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
EXTERIOR
TREE
ROOFER
CLEANING
SERVICES

Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal

FOR SALE

630

Vans

HOME IMPROVEMENT
amb Brothers
t7-45) Tree Service

By
Used Care

Used Cars

For Sale

Public Notice
The Housing Authority of Murray has developed its Agency Plan in compliance with the
Quality Housing and Work Responsibility
Act of 1998. It is available for review at the
Authority's office at 716 Nash Drive.
Murray, Kentucky from November 22, 2000
until January 5,2001. The Authority's hours
of operation are 7:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m
Monday through Friday. In addition a public
hearing will be held on Monday, January 8,
2001 at 10:00 a.m. at the Authority office
Everyone is invited.
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form of the medicine that, when taken
DEAR ABBY: This is in
once a week, results in improvement
response
to "Worried Mother,
This
dose.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 76-year-old equal to that of the daily
Chandler, Ariz.," whose daughter is
woman who was recently diagnosed would certainly be well-received.
self-mutilating. I had this problem
I suggest that you follow your physiwith a spinal compression fracture
in high school. What wasn't mencaused by osteoporosis. My orthope- cian's advice about Fosamax. You
tioned in her letter is that cutting,
dic surgeon tells me that neither cal- really don't want to risk having more
burning, etc., is an addictive behavcium nor hormones will do me any fractures, and — although the drug is
ior. You hit the nail on the head
good, but that Fosamax is my best not universally effective — it is the
when you said cutting causes physoption. However, I am concerned best presently available option when
ical pain to express deep internal
D
vitamin
and
about the inconvenience and side taken with calcium
pain, and a mental health specialist
supplements.
effects of the drug. What should I do?
is necessary.
To monitor the medicine's results,
In the meantime, instead of punDEAR READER: To a degree, the you should have a simple test, called a
ishing her daughter by grounding
current therapy for osteoporosis is far bone density determination, perher, the mother should try to be
from ideal. Certain facts are clear: formed every year or two.
very understanding and treat this
The loss of bone calcium begins in
symptoms,
If, because of stomach
as an addiction. Anything her
middle age and accelerates as men you cannot tolerate Fosamax, you
daughter could harm herself with
and women grow older. Menopause
worsens the calcium loss. By the time may have to consider alternative should be confiscated — and the
fractures appear, the optimal period choices, such as Miacalcin nasal girl should be monitored to be sure
for treatment has passed. Young peo- spray which, unfortunately, has not the behavior is not ongoing. It's
ple, whose bones are strong and well- been shown to be nearly as effective easy to hide.
Please inform the mother that
calcified, have fewer problems as they as Fosamax. Or you may choose to be
age. Finally, genetic factors appear to seen in an osteoporosis clinic in a even though her daughter is in a lot
play an important role in determining major hospital, where researchers are of pain, she might not be able to
testing new drugs to treat osteoporo- verbalize it. It's best not to prod or
the degree of osteoporosis.
sis,
a common and troublesome afflic- 'force her. Just be there and try to
In addition, regular exercise, ade- tion of elderly men and women.
do the best she can. The healing has
quate calcium intake (1,500 to 2,000
to come from the daughter. A
Lastly, hormone supplements are
milligrams of dietary calcium daily)
parent can only help along the way.
and estrogen tin women) play an effective when started early in
FORMER CUTTER
important role in slowing bone-calci- menopause. However, your doctor is
IN EUGENE,ORE.
um depletion. Aside from major frac- correct that they are not especially
tures of the hip, the most common useful in women with advanced bone
DEAR FORMER CUTTER:
manifestation of osteoporosis in the disease. To give you related informa- Thank you for the valuable
elderly is crush fractures of the spinal tion, I am sending you a copy of my input. Read on:
bones, leading to pain and the bent- Health Report "Osteoporosis." Other
DEAR ABBY: I am almost 17
over posture known as "dowager's readers who would like a copy should
hump." Thus, patients with spinal send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, and have been cutting off and on
compression fractures are usually stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, since I was 13. When I began, I
treated with exercise programs, calci- Murray Hill Station, New York, NY didn't realize how addictive the
condition is. At one point, I cut at
um/vitamin D supplements and medi- 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
least once a day for several months
cine to relieve pain and help prevent
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
and experienced physical withprogression.
#3,
drawal if I didn't.
One such medication is Fosamax.
GOTT
DR.
Sadly, my behavior
The pill, which forces calcium back
common
for someone suffering from this
into weakened bones, is taken early in
addiction. Teen-age girls seem to be
the morning, after which the patient
PETER
afflicted most often — especially the
must wait an hour (during which she
perfectionist, overachiever types
cannot eat or lie down). Fosamax may
GOTT, M.D.
who are also prone to depression
cause stomach upset and heartburn.
and eating disorders.
In many women, though, the advanI have read stories of severely
tages are well worth the inconveaddicted cutters who cut for 30
nience.
years or more. I will have scars'on
I have been told that the drug's
my arms, back and stomach for the
manufacturer is developing a new
rest of my life. As you said in your
response, Abby, the daughter needs
emotional support from her friends.
I have been blessed with the most
wonderful, caring group of friends
who have helped me through my
difficult times. I would encourage
anyone who is a victim of self-mutiliation to seek professional help
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

sMcc...snifCif SHE'S VERY SWEET)
YOU PLAYED
UJITH ANOTHER,
`IOU LET IT KISSVOU!
COly! 'IOLA
...AACK!! AND NOIA)
HAD ANOTHER
KISSING 400.
DOG ON
WHAT'S WRONG WITH
'1OUR LAP!!
A1E ?? I SHOULD

rhi

Ten years ago
Hampton W. Brooks of MurSELF-INJURER,
STILL STRUGGLING ray was awarded the American
Future Farmers of America Degree
DEAR STRUGGLING: Thank at the National FFA Convention
you for sharing your personal at Kansas City, Mo. He is the son
experience. Read on:
of Hamp and Ann Brooks and a
graduate of Calloway County High
School.
DEAR ABBY: I have been a
Births reported include a girl
cutter for 15 years. People are only
to
Terri and Sean Burkey, a boy
recently becoming aware of this
to
Pam and Walter Jestes, a girl
problem. I received help when I was
younger, and now, as a mother of to Judy and Edwin Greer and a
three, I'm able to control my urges boy to Tonya and Neanie Powers,
when life gets difficult.
Nov. 14.
Please inform "Worried Mother"
Published separately are picnot to punish her child for cutting. tures of Kenny Darnell and Randy
Cutters are in need of serious psychological help. They cut because Scarborough with deer taken this
they feel their pain is eating away season.
Twenty years ago
at them, and cutting is the only way
to let it out. Talking and listening to
Officials of Murray Indepenher troubled child is vital. She dent and Calloway County Schools
should not be criticized, and her Systems said that they will wait
problems should not be minimized. for notification from state officials
The smallest thing can feel like an
before they remove the Ten Comend to her world.
BEEN THERE IN LAS VEGAS mandments which are posted in
the schools.
Donna Marie Heathcott and
DEAR BEEN THERE — AND
ALL OF THE FORMER CUT- Danny Alexander were married
TERS WHO TOOK THE TIME recently at St. Leo Catholic Church.
TO WRITE: Most people do not
Births reported include a girl
understand the dynamics of
to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Cochrum,
this problem. Your taking the
time to write and educate us is Nov. 1; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
appreciated. According to other Sherrill Hicks, Nov. 2.
letters from former cutters, the
Peggy Billington, Linda Jones,
problem may stem from clinical Lynn Stout and Pat Swift are servdepression, bipolar disorder or ing as officers of the Murray High
sexual abuse. And I repeat: It is
a cry for help — professional School PTA.
Thirty years ago
help.
Ray Roberts has been elected
*
as president of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
for 1971.
The Rev, Terry Sills, pastor of

Spring Baptist Church,
was elected to a three-year term
on the executive board of the Kentucky Baptist Convention at the
meeting held in Louisville.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson,
Nov. 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert McLaughlin and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson,
Nov. 16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Henson, Nov. 17.
Forty years ago
Veteran Sgt. Burman Parker was
named as Murray's Chief of Police
by the Murray City Council. He
will succeed Chief Charlie Mart
who will retire Dec. 1.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Rex Chadwick, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Osborn,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Spann,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Moore,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Rodgers, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Canter and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Lee Story.
Fifty years ago
Slight damage resulted from the
high winds that have buffeted Calloway County during the past two
nights. Insurance agents said that
damages reported include broken
windows and some damage to roofs
and awnings.
The Melody Five, Bethel Quartet and other singers will be featured at a musical program at
Faxon School on Nov. 22. Proceeds will go for enlargement of
the school lunchroom.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Knight, Nov.
12—

CONTRACT BRIDGE

[TODAY IN HISTORY I

immediately.

You Don't Need a Slide Rule
the contract fails when the hearts
prove to be divided 4-2. Declarer
goes down one, losing two clubs
and a heart.
The flaw in this method of
play is that it does not allow for the
possibility that West might have
been dealt the singleton or doubleton ten of hearts. This possibility is
certainlyfarfrom remote and therefore should not be ignored.
Planning to take a heart finesse is surely correct, but precisely when to take it should be a
matter ofequalconcern.The proper
time is at trick two— that is,immediately after winning the spade
lead with dummy's ace.
Observe the effect ofleading a
low heart to the jack at trick two.
The jack wins, and, after drawing
trumps, South leads a low heart to
the king, on which West plays the
ten. Another heart through East's
Planning the play is declarer's Q-8 allows declarer to score the ace
most important task, but he does and nine, and the contract is home.
It requires a certain amount
not meet that responsibility fully
unless he formulates his plans offoresight to recognize the importance of taking the initial heart
down to the last detail.
Take this case where West finesse at trick two. But declarer
leads a spade against five dia- should realize at the outset that his
monds. It seems normal to win only real chance for the contract
the spade with the ace, draw lies in winning four heart tricks, so
trumps, lead a low heart to the he should plan his play to give
king and then finesse the jack of himself the maximum chance to
hearts. The finesse succeeds, but achieve that goal.
Tomorrow: Card reading.

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
# A 72
K65
•9 8
+J 10 76 3
EAST
WEST
+KQJ104
49863
V Q 872
V 10 4
+74
• 10 5 3
+K 9 5
+ Q8
SOUTH
+5
V A J 93
•AKQJ 62
+42
The bidding.
South
North East
West
Pass
2•
Dble
1*
4+
4+
Pass
34
5•
Pass
Opening lead — king ofspades.
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1 Fleetwood —
4 Begin eating
(2 wds.)
9 33rd ores.
•
12 Suffix
13 Playwright
Clifford —
14 "— Haw"
15 — Na Na
16 Kind of bean
17 Rob Lowe's
brother
18 Office notes
20 Ms. Derek
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and small loans. China completed
its first unmanned test of a spacecraft meant to carry astronauts.
Quentin Crisp, the eccentric writer,
performer and raconteur bestknown for his autobiography "The
Naked Civil Servant," died in Manchester, England, at age 90.

conferred with Saudi King Fahd
and Kuwait's exiled emir.
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1 Wrong
(prefix)
2 Joyful
exclamation
3 — chowder
4 Turkish robe
5 Colloquial
6 Precious
stones
7 Call — —
day
5

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 21, the
326th day of 2000. There are 40
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 21, 1789, North Carolina became the 12th state to ratify
the U.S. Constitution.
On this date:
In 1877, inventor Thomas A.
Edison announced the invention of
his phonograph.
In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton of
Georgia was sworn in as the first
woman to serve in the U.S. Senate.
In 1942, the Alaska highway
across Canada was formally
opened.
In 1980, an estimated 83 million
TV viewers tuned in to the CBS
prime-time soap opera "Dallas" to
find out "who shot IR." (It turned
out to be Kristin Shephard, played
by Mary Crosby.)
One year ago: President Clinton,
speaking at a conference in Florence, Italy, called on prosperous
nations to spread global wealth by
helping poor countries with Internet
hookups, cell phones, debt relief

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3

Sinking

Ten years ago: President Bush
arrived in Saudi Arabia, where he
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shill
rule

20 Bikini top
21 New Zealand
native
22 — and onions
24 Jealous
hyph
25 Pleasant
26 Howdy —
27 Penetrate
29 Death rattle
31 Clergyman's
title, for short
33 Tenor in
MGM
musicals
37 "— Pan Alley"
38 Tears
42 Redgrave ID
45 Shopping
area
46 In Old time
47 Be in debt
48 Between
Cob and
Mo
49 Caustic
substance
50 Sticky stuff
52 Thanksgiving

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75.
$37.5q
6 mo.
1 yr.
$75.00:
Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
Check
Visa

Money Order
MJC

Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071

MO

53 Greek letter
55 Decimeter

(abbr )

,

Or call

(270)753-1916
I.
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Legal fight stemsjail violence
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — Larry
Graham doesn't look like a guy
who's easily pushed around: He's
big, muscular and imposing.
But physical stature didn't help
when he landed in Shelby County _Jail. He was beaten unconscious
in April, he says, for refusing to
take part in gladiator-style fights
staged by gang members for their
o*n amusement.
"You just don't buck them.
There ain't nothing you can do,
arid ain't nobody going to help you,"
said Graham, who is 5-foot-11 and
just wanted to do
220 pounds.
my time and get out."
With more than 2,600 inmates,
the Memphis jail — built in 1981
to house half that many prisoners
— is Tennessee's largest and most
notorious.
Critics call it a violent place
where prisoners accused of relatively minor offenses are caged
with hardened criminals and power
and control comes not from jailers but from street gangs like the
Gangster Disciples and the Vice

Lords.
Debates over conditions at the
downtown lockup have gone on
for years but moved to the front
burner during court hearings this
fall when current and former
inmates described barbaric conditions in excruciating detail.
"It's cruel and unusual punishment just to be in that jail," said
Robert Hutton, a lawyer who wants
the county held in contempt of
court for not making the jail safer
under a 1997 federal court order;
the county argues it is doing all
it can and says a resolution remains
elusive.
U.S. District Judge Jon McCalla
isn't convinced and even threatened in October to throw the sheriff himself in the jail.
"I can't fix the jail," McCalla
told Sheriff A.C. Gilless and county Mayor Jim Rout. "But I can
make you want to fix it."
The legal fight has gone on
since 1996 when Hutton sued on
behalf of an inmate who says he
was gang raped by other prisoners.
U.S. District Judge Jerome Turner ordered the county in 1997 to
separate potentially violent inmates
from nonviolent ones, and to provide better supervision by guards.
McCalla took over the case early
this year after Turner died of cancer.
One former inmate who was
held on a drunken-driving charge
testified that his leg was broken
in two places when another pris-

oner in a crowded holding cell
attacked him and stole a ring.
Other witnesses described gladiator-type contests called "Thunderdome" in which non-gang
inmates were forced to fight. If
they refused, they were beaten or
left hog-tied for long periods.
Graham, 40, said he paid heavily for his refusal to become a
gladiator. He said members held
him around the neck from behind
with a rope made of bed sheets
while others beat him senseless with
plastic soft drink containers filled
with water. After the beating, the
attackers took his bloody clothes
and washed him off in a shower.
"I kept hoping to see a guard
or something," Graham told
McCalla. "But I never did."
Finally, other inmates managed
to flag down a guard and Graham was taken to the hospital. Later,
he was placed in protective custody until he pleaded guilty to the
cocaine dealing charge that sent
him to jail. He's now serving a
three-year sentence at a prison outside Memphis.
Like other court witnesses, Graham said street gangs control dayto-day life in the Memphis jail.
"You use the phone when they
want you to use the phone. They
decide what you watch on TV,"
he said. "Some people want to
watch the news or maybe a little
movie or something, but the gangsters want to watch music videos.
And there ain't nothing you can
do about it."

General,

Guess What?
60 Days Til
Christmas!
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Witnesses told McCalla that gang
members post written rules telling
other inmates what contact they
can have with guards or which
cells they can occupy. "Thunderdome" winners reportedly are
awarded victory belts made from
cardboard to resemble TV wrestler
belts.
Rout, the county mayor, promises to follow McCalla's orders,
though he points out that running
the jail is primarily the sheriff's
job.
The sheriff's staff refuses to
talk about the jail, but Gilless told
McCalla he was surprised to hear
reports of gang violence.
"Most of what I know has come
out of this hearing," he told the
judge last month, refusing to talk
with reporters as he left the courthouse.
Graham plans to sue the county because of his beating. He said
he has been jailed four or five
times before without much trouble from other inmates.
"But these young guys coming
in are gangsters," he said. "I was
in a pod with some guys with
murder charges. ... I know I sold
some dope but why should I be
in with those guys?"

HONORED...Students of the Month from Calloway County
Middle School's sixth-grade are Tucker Adams, Josh Miller,
Kelsie Hall and Whitney Wicker. These students were chosen for academic excellence and good citizenship qualities.

Church's tax debt $6 million

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Several hundred worshippers attended
Sunday services at the Indianapolis Baptist Temple with no sign
of federal marshals who were
expected to seize the church last
Tuesday.
"Well, they said we wouldn't
be here today," the Rev. Greg A.
Dixon told his congregation. "But
we are."
The church owes $6 million in
tax debt, and the IRS is expected to auction off the property to
recoup the money. Members and
MIAMI (AP) — Eight Ameri- supporters have staged an aroundcan missionaries injured in a traf- the-clock vigil at the church since
fic accident in Haiti were flown the Tuesday deadline set by a fedto
by the U.S. Coast Guard to Flori- eral judge for the congregation
property.
the
vacate
da for treatment at a local hospiThe church stopped withholdtal Sunday night.
federal income and Social
ing
Five were in critical condition,
said Scott Can, a Coast Guard
spokesman.
The injured were among 11
missionaries from Georgia, North
GULF BREEZE, Fla. (AP) —
Carolina, West Virginia and Maryland involved in the crash on Fri- Deputies responding to a frantic
day, Carr said. One man was killed, 911 call from a 10-year-old girl
though Coast Guard officials did- found her parents and sister shot
to death in what investigators
n't know his identity.
The U.S. Embassy in Port-au- believe was a double murder-suiPrince said the group was in a cide.
Investigators believe Daniel
truck about 18 miles west of the
city when the truck went off the Elowsky shot his wife and teenage daughter Friday night and then
road.
Officials didn't identify what himself, said Santa Rosa County
aid group the missionaries belong sheriff's spokesman Jim Lyle.
"We got a call from the 10to but said they were working on
behalf of a U.S. church, Coast year-old girl in the house," Lyle
said. "As soon as the shooting
Guard Lt. Michael Gesele said.

Americans hurt
in Haiti accident

Security taxes from its employees' paychecks in 1984, saying its
duty to obey God supersedes manmade laws.
Dixon praised church members
for standing up to the government.
"This world is looking for somebody who will finally say no to
the federal government, we've had
enough, do what you want to do,
we're going to do what God has
told us to do," he said.
The church's attorney met with
U.S. marshals last week. Both sides
have said that when the church is
seized, it will be handled in a
peaceful manner, though Dixon's
supporters insist they will have to
be carried out.
Federal marshals haven't said
when they will take the property.

Bodies found after 911 call
started, she grabbed a cordless
phone and called us."
Deputies found the girl at a
convenience store around the corner from her home. Inside the house,
they found the bodies of Elowsky,
44, Connie Windham Elowsky, 32,
and Jessica Windham, 15. Each
had been shot once in the head.
Deputies had been to the house
in July in response to a domestic
violence complaint, Lyle said. He
said officials had no explanation
for the shootings.

A woman's
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400 COULD POLISH THE SILVER...
IRON THE -TABLECLOTH AND NAPKIN5...
CLEAN THE CANDLESTICKS...
REFILL THE SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS...
CHECK THE GOOD CHINA AND GLASSES FOR SPOTS...
SET THE TABLE...
MAKE THE CENTERPIECE...
CHILL THE BEATERS...
CLEAN THE HOUSE...
AND 00 A FINAL GROCERY STORE RUN so WE CAN
START OUR COOKING SCHEDIRE PRONIPTLY AT 6:45Am5

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.

Since Jim's been in the hospital, I feel
like I've been living for two people.
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Now that he's corning home, I'm going
to get some help. When they asked me
who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment.
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Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself
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for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,
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Giving the gift of time
The holiday season has arrived, and everyone is busy selecting gifts for friends, loved
ones, teachers and co-workers.
With the myriad of products to
choose from, it's easy to be undecided about what to buy. The
idea is generally to give something useful, something that can
be enjoyed and will be remembered.
Consider giving the gift of
time. Watches range in all prices
— so no matter what your
budget is, there is a watch to fit
the bill. What's more, there is

.Weigh the differences of
such a vast selection of styles
vs. mechanical movequartz
findthat
available on the market
require some
Mechanicals
ments.
cera
suit
to
watch
right
the
ing
more senhave
often
but
upkeep,
tain age or personality is a snap
value.
timental
apprecibe
to
sure
— one that is
'Case and bracelet materials
ated.
To simplify shopping even should suit the intended use of
further, here are some simple tips the watch. Leather or rubber
on what to look for when buying' straps, and steel or titanium
bracelets are great for sports, waa watch:
use, or on the run. Precious
ter
color
hobbies,
•Consider the
preferences and interests of the metals offer classic or elegant
recipient to determine the watch appeal.
'Learn what added functions
that would best suit him or her
— casual, high-tech, sport or (like alarm, calendar, moonphase, chronograph) the watch
complex.
has, and determine which would
be most useful.
.Find out whether or not the
watch is water-resistant, and if
so, to what depth.

Brighten the Season For Tourists:
Multilingual Holiday Greetings Can Bring a Smile
The words "Merry Christmas and Happy New Year" are common
salutations during the winter months and bring a smile to the faces of
many. However, as the holidays are often a time for travel and vacations, tourists visiting your area may not speak English. and could be
left out of the holiday cheer.
Why not show your interest in various cultures and wish foreigners
"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year" in their native tongues. Here
are some the translations in a variety of languages.
Arabic — I'D Miilad Said our Sana Saida
Cantonese — Seng Dan Fai Lok,Sang Nian Fai Lok
Cornish — Nadelik looan na looan blethen noweth
Egyptian — Colo sana wintom tiebeen
French — Joyeux Noel et Bonne Ann&
Hawaiian — Mele Kalikimaka & Hauoli Makahiki Hou
Hebrew — Mo'adim Lesimkha. Shana Tova
Italian — Buon Natale e Felice Anno Nuovo
Japanese — Shinnen omedeto. Kurisumasu omedeto
Navajo — Merry Keshmish
Polish — Wesolych Swiat Bozego Narodzenia
Serbian — Hristos se rodi
Spanish — Feliz Navidad y Prospero Afio Nuevo
Swedish — God Jul och Gott Nytt Ar
Welsh — Nadolig LLawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda
Yugoslavian — Cesitamo Bozic

Simple toys often best

25%

OFF

Waterford Ornaments
& Fitz & Floyd
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 24 & 25

The

Kegistry
Of Murray
209 N. 12th St., Murray
767-0350

.(5pnai.s woRKSBIZT
Let Us Help You With
Your Holiday Meal!
•BBQ PORK SHOULDERS
•SMOKED HAMS
*DEEP FRIED TURKEY
Holiday
•BBQ
TURKEY
parties
*RIBS
Nights*TENDERLOIN
•SIDE DISHES
•HOMEMADE PIES
We will prepare and deliver for your
special event - $200 minimum order.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Intersection of Hwy. 1824 & 464
Almo • 753-1934
Grill Hours Mon.-Thurs. 11-2: Fri. & Sat 11-8
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'Tis the season! The magical
time of friends and family, holiday dinner, and of course, toys
for children. Although toys and
the holidays have gone hand in
hand forever, the age-old tradition of toy-giving may seem
more complicated than ever. Visiting store after store, gazing at
aisle upon aisle of high-tech
toys, parents and grandparents
are left to scratch their heads and
wonder, "which toys are the
most 'fun' today?"
The answer is simple: the toys
that are the most engaging today
are very often similar to those
that were engaging to children
years ago. Children have not
changed: they are, and have always been, wonder-filled creatures. natural explorers with an
insatiable curiosity who play in

order to learn. Therefore, the
toys that provide the most "fun"
are those that allow a child to explore the world, grow and imagine — a sct of blocks can build a
fortress, a cardboard box can
make a cave or a blanket can be
a flying carpet.
Surely, figuring out how a
complicated to works is intriguing, but playing with simple,
open-ended toys will capture a
child's interest and encourage
development as well. Therefore,
in selecting a toy. the newest or
most complex is not always best.
Instead, search for basic toys that
match your child's developmental stage.
Infants explore their world
with their senses: sight, sound,
touch and undoubtedly, taste. Almost anything an infant can grab

Gifts Certificates & Holiday Gift Sets
Available At...

• Massage Therapy • Facials
• AVEDA 'Salt Glows
•Hot Stone Massage
• Aromatherapy
• Sugaring • Body Wraps
• Pedicures• Manicures
1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray

ends up in his or her toothless
mouth. So, when buying toys for
an infant, put your money where
the baby's hands and mouth can
be. "Bright-colored toys with
many textures and sounds to
stimulate a baby's senses and
peak curiosity, like rattles,
squeak toys, push-pull toys or
noise-making toys are particularly appropriate for infants,"
says Ashley Rolls of Civitas. Initiative, a not-for-profit communications group for the field of
early childhood.
An endless stream of activity
defines the life of a toddler (and
can exhaust his or her parents).
as the child works to master motor skills. Therefore, a toddler's
development (and his parents'
well-being) depends on keeping
him or her engaged in educational play and providing toys
that challenge mobility. "Fortunately," says" Rolls. "the toys that
most interest a toddler are basic
and easy to find." She suggests
that parents and grandparents
look for balls, blocks, push-pull
toys or even simple dress-up
clothes.
According to Rolls, what
makes a simple toy invaluable is
its flexibility and adaptability; it
can be used to suit the interests
and needs of children across different ages and stages of development. For example. as a child
reaches pre-school age, he or she
still enjoys many of the same
toys from toddler days. but she
tends to become more creative
and experimental with them. At
this age. a child's hand-eye coordination becomes more refined,
so that something he or she may
have fumbled with earlier, like
throwing a ball or climbing a
small jungle-gym, is now easier
and more fun to do;,
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Tips for enjoying the holiday season
Some people get so caught up
in the rush of the holiday season
that they forget to savor the
unique meaning behind the actual day or days. It's not all
about receiving gifts and gorging
on delicious treats, but rather
about discovering new ways to
exemplify the holiday spirit.
The Heifer Project International offers several tips for enjoying a simpler, more meaningful holiday.
1. Slow down. Have a family
meeting to plan what everyone
wants to do. Mark decisions on a
family calendar and limit yourself to these activities.
2. If you know a single parent, offer to take his or her children shopping, or to babysit
while he or she shops.
3. Hold down spending. Add
up all the things you plan to
spend money on this season —
from the total, subtract 20 percent and decide how to share it

Getting kids
ready for bed
can be a problem
Children often love the holidays. Presents, desserts and
housefuls of relatives are a welcome change from the routine of
everyday living. One aspect that
usually goes along with holiday
festivities is the extension of curfews and "lights-out" times. Kids
are often allowed to stay up later
to help decorate the house, bake
cookies or make one last attempt
to uncover hidden gifts.
As a result of all this activity,
it may be harder to get little ones
into bed once you decide the
celebration must be put on hold
until the next day. If you can remember when you were a child
awaiting the arrival of a holiday.
it usually is very hard for overanxious minds to settle into
dream land. When you're tucking in your little one the night
before holiday festivities begin, a
fun and festive story may be just
the right way to foster visions of
sugarplums.

with someone who truly needs it.
4. Ask the oldest adults you
know to tell what Christmas or
Hanukkah was like when they
were young.
5. Count your blessings: make
a list of all the joyous things that
have happened to your family
this year. Offer a prayer of
thanks.
6. Make an audio tape to send
to someone who is far away who
would love to hear from you.
7. Instead of fighting the mall
crowds, shop catalogs instead.
8. Draw names for gifts rather
than giving a gift to everyone on
your list. Give children one thing
they really want instead of many
gifts.
9. Make family coupon books
with coupons for services you

are willing to provide, to be
"cashed in" when the recipient
needs them within a specified
time period.
10. When the family gathers
to celebrate Hanukkah, Kwanzaa
or Christmas, sit in a circle and
ask each person to begin a sentence with "I am glad that ..."
The family responds to each
Statement with."We are glad!"
ii. Promise to teach a new
skill to someone in January — a
child to ride a bike or an older
person to use a computer.
12.Force fruit blossoms: plant
a sprig of plum, apple or lilac in
wet sand December 1. Place in a
sunlit window and water regularly.
13. Look through the snapshots you took last summer. Add

(tEentictu5
Give the Gift of
Good Taste.

before bedtime
help children fall
asleep *ter — giving
Santo plenty oftime to
clo hisjob.

We now offer gift cards in any denomination.

Great for students, birthdays, Christmas,
seniors any occasion.

Receive 10% Off any gift card
purchase of $50.00 or more.
)674 State Route 121 N. • Murray. Kentucky 42071• (270) 753-2348
1.7 Rile'from the MSU Stadium on KY 121 N.
fiis coupon It good for MI6og any pie coodpurchase o $5000or MOM COUpOn ratAt be ranq
sehted wt*h orde, No copies of'II4 5to4 berAtiterf Offet en-wet 12/31 /00 This couptth
ho‘ r,0 Cash Voeue(Code t&TShop)
I.

funny captions and send to
friends instead of cards.
14. Go as a family to help
serve a meal at a homeless shelter. Place a candy cane and a
handwritten greeting at each
place setting. Talk about the experience on the way home.
15. Take the whole family including the family pets to visit a
nursing home. Practice in advance some questions to ask and
some jokes or poems to share.
16. Declare one night a week
as family work night. Make this
a time for baking cookies, creating and addressing greeting
cards, singing carols or doing a
craft project.
17. Reach out in friendship to
forgotten persons in your community. Invite them to go with

n you to see the holiday displays in
store windows or a live nativity.
Or invite them to attend a worship service, a concert, or to
watch a television special with
you.
18. Ask an immigrant family
or an international student to tell
about holiday celebrations in
their native country. Mark your
calendar for a date in January
when you will connect with this
person again.
19. Take someone who can no
longer drive for a ride to see the
holiday decorations around town.
20. Make a few changes this
year, add more the next. That
way, you'll gradually build a tradition of simpler, less stressful
celebrations that everyone in the
family can enjoy.

Vintaje Rose
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111 South 4th St.
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Special people require special gifts
When the hustle and bustle of
the holiday season arrives, giftgiving begins anew. While you
may know exactly what to buy
your favorite aunt or your best
friend, it can become difficult to
find a gift appropriate for someone with special needs — like an
adult with Alzheimer's Disease.
The symptoms of Alzheimer's
are, for the most part, similar for
everyone. The affected person
loses his or her memory starting
with recent memory and moving
gradually back in time. Early in
the disease, people with Alz-

heimer's will also lose cognitive
ability (the ability to figure out a
checkbook, or how to take a bus
from one place to another).
Most people with the disease
are fairly mobile and able to participate in some activities for at
least a few years. Therefore, it is
important to include your family
member or friend who suffers
from Alzheimer's in your holiday festivities by offering gifts
which promote activities and
have the potential to improve a
person's quality of life.
Following are suggestions

Vedidieut

Set&
Save On Selected
Groups Of Fine
Children's Wear

zad
Zaddie
Shoppes of Murray
(Behind Taco John's)

upto
Q:1 30°
off

provided by Self-Help magazine
to determine gifts appropriate for
early stage dementia, the moderately impaired and the severely
impaired.
Early Alzheimer's
Gifts that enhance independence or encourage activity are
excellent choices:
•Games — simple but familiar games, like dominos, large
numbered cards, and an invitation to a Bingo game. These are
low-priced items, but they have
potential for much enjoyment.
•Tickets to a concert, musical
or circus. Ball games can also be
good choices. Any event without
a plot to follow will work well.
•Taxi charge account for
transportation to visit friends
(coordinate plans on both sides
of the trip). This gives the person
a sense of freedom and independence when he or she can no
longer drive.
Moderately Impaired
•Simple to manage clothing.
Tube socks are easy to put on
correctly. Shoes are available
with Velcro® closures because
shoelaces can be a problem.
Jumpsuits with back closures for
those with incontinence difficulties are very good choices.
•Materials to sort. Sorting is
an activity that most people with
Alzheimer's can enjoy. Try pennies and penny folders, a bag of
buttons or large beads.
•Music
especially the old
songs often can bring back wonderful memories. Try to locate
stores that sell oldies or classic

There are many gifts that fulfill the desires of a loved one
with special needs.
remakes. Also, religious music
or music from a person's homeland can bring great pleasure.
Severely Impaired
•Photo albums, family pictures memory books. A gathering of pictures from the person's
past can help if any memory is
still intact.
•Pet visits. Most people with
late dementia still enjoy the visits of dogs, cats and other small

animals.
•Recordings of old music.
•Video tapes with pleasant
sights like gardens, fish tanks
and sounds can be soothing.
•Hand and body lotions. Most
people with late-stage Alzheimer's still derive comfort
from touch. Try giving a hand or
body massage.(Do not massage
legs, as blood clots can form in
this population).

Did You Know?
Who says Christmas comes but once a year? There are several cities
throughout the United States whose names are related to the holiday
season and that you can visit year round. Following is a list of communities that are perhaps best known for their "holiday spirit," courtesy of
the United States Geological Survey Geographic Names Information
System.
•Santa Claus, Ind.
•Christmas, Ariz.
•Christmas Island, A.K.
•St. Nicholas, Fla.
-Poinsettia Park, Fla.
What Cheer, Ia.
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Furry friends make enjoyable gifts
Pets provide their owners
with endless affection and companionship. They can be exercise
partners, fellow travel buddies or
just happy friends greeting you
when you come hope from work.
Pets can also be the perfect gift
for a loved one this holiday season.
Puppies are very popular holiday gifts. Pet stores often see an
influx of dog sales during this
time of year. Many people, however, do not properly assess what
kind of dog would be right for
their home, and buy an animal
purely on an emotional basis -how cute the animal is, or selecting a dog purely because that
particular breed is "in style" this
year.
There are several books available that can make the selection
process much easier. Do some
research before your next trip to
the pet store or shelter and definitely before you decide to give a
puppy to someone as a gift.
Interested in learning a little
more about popular breeds? Here
are a few excerpts from the book
describing the character traits of

some furry friends:
Siberian Husky — Smaller
and lighter than most other
breeds of sled dog, the elegant
Siberian Husky is agile, athletic
and a tireless worker. This breed
seldom barks; it engages in communal howling, much like
wolves. Very popular in Canada,
the United States and Italy, the
Husky's coat occurs in a profusion of colors, and is one of the
few breeds that can have blue,
brown, hazel or non-solid-colored eyes. This dignified, gentle
breed makes a very pleasant
companion. Life expectancy is
11 to 13 years, and the dog may
reach 35 to 60 pounds.
Pomeranian — In the early
days, the dog was larger and
whiter than it is now. Breeders,
selecting for a smaller size, also
brought out the now prevalent
sable_ and orange colors. The
Pomeranian. having only recently been bred to reduce its
size from a naturally large dog,
still acts like a big dog. It will
bark unchecked, making it a superb watchdog that will also

challenge larger dogs. Life expectancy is 15 years, and the dog
may reach 3 to 7 pounds.
Akita — Japanese breeds are
all classified according to their
size — large (akita), medium
(shika) and small (shiba). The
Akita is an impressive dog with a
powerful presence. While many
individuals are even tempered,
some are difficult to handle. By
nature the breed is undemonstrative and aloof, which means that
obedience training can be difficult. Males, in particular, have a
tendency to get into dog fights
more frequently than many other
breeds. However, well-trained
individuals make excellent companions and watchdogs. Life expectancy is 10 to 12 years, and
dogs may reach 75 to 110
pounds.
Beagle — Although the Beagle is independent, with a strong
tendency to wander off when
distracted, it is a popular companion because of its affectionate
nature and low level of aggression. An endearing trait is the
harmonious voice of the dog. Its.
actual size and look vary quite
significantly from country to
country. Life expectancy is 13
years, and the dog may reach 18
to 30 pounds.
Standard Poodle — The Standard Poodle is not simply a fashion accessory — it is a responsive, easy-to-train and reliable
companion, guard and retriever.
The breed has a lower than aver-

age incidence of skin complaints
and does not shed, making it an
ideal pet for people with allergies. Dependable, and calm, the
Standard remains at heart a
working dog. Life expectancy is
11 to 13 years, and the dog may
reach 45 to 70 pounds.
Labrador Retriever — Waterproof, water loving, affable and

gregarious — this range of adjectives describes one of the
world's most popular family
companions. Some can suffer
from hereditary cataracts and hip
and elbow arthritis, yet the Lab
is one of the most dependable
breeds in the world. Life expectancy is 12 to 13 years, and dog
may reach 55 to 80 pounds.
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Wrap up gift-giving with frugal tips
Part of the excitement of holiday gifts is tearing open the
wrapping to see what is inside
the fancy packaging. If you think
about it, the wrapping paper only
remains on the present for a short
period of time, yet so many people spend a lot of time and
money to find the perfect pattern
or secure the ideal bow.
Maybe it makes more sense to
you to come up with frugal ways
to wrap your gifts this year.
There are several creative ways
to conceal the surprises that lie
under the tree or remain hidden
in your closet. Here are a few
ways to cut costs but not excitemet.
• Wrap presents in plain black
and white newsprint, but leave
the comics out for Santa to wrap
his presents before escaping up
the chimney. Therefore the
Christmas morning offerings
from the man himself are differentiated by the use of the colorful comics.
•Buy fancy paper bags to put

ter. Rubber stamp or use ribbons
to cover. You can use the same
roll for a long while, with no additional charge except the labor
of decorating.
•Cut potato chip bags in strips
and use it with the shiny side out
for ribbon or decorating the

packages in other ways.
•Commercial scrap can also
come in handy. You can get card
stock from a local company that
makes milk cartons or detergent
boxes and then make gift boxes,
greeting cards, tags and even ornaments from the material.

Holiday colors help mood

You don't have to spend much money to make your present
shine. There are crafty ways to use materials around the
home to add a special touch to holiday gifts.
gifts in. The bags open easily
and neatly and can be reused for
the next giving event. Sure it requires up-front costs, but lasts
for years. Plus, as a side benefit,

lb WRANGLER
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
111111 SHIRTS & BLOUSE
20X - Long sleeve, Work Denim,Stripes, Plaid

the bags close up easily, making
season wrapping fast.
stse colored cellophane
wraps to wrap baskets. To finish
up the look, tie the plastic wrap
with a twist tie, then attach ribbon. The plastic wrap can be reused to wrap items later on.
'Get roll ends from the local
newspaper if they do their own
printing, and wrap gifts in that.
You can decorate it with crayons, colored pencils, stickers or
markers. The off-white looks
great with gold ribbon.
*Purchase huge rolls of paper
(used to cover windows, etc. before,painting) from a home cen-

Chinese color theory otters a
way to enhance nearly every aspect of your life. In short, the
practice involves using different
colors to improve moods, stimulate minds, increase effectiveness
at work and in society, and create better physical and mental
health. The direct impact of color
is easy to understand. Some colors make you happy, others
make you gloomy, and still others relax, distract or energize
you.
When the holidays arrive, and
brightly-colored hues are introduced into the general design of
the house, you often feel your
mood uplifted. The Ba-gua FiveElement Color Wheel is fundamental in using color to change
the mood of your home or person. Each color has a distinct affect on the mind, the body and
the earth. Here's what each color
represents:
•Kan (black) — career, ear,
water
•Gen (black/blue/green) —
knowledge, hand, self-cultivation
•Jen (green) — family/health,

toot, wood
•Hsun (blue/purple/red) —
wealth, hip
'Li (red) — fame/rank, eye,
fire
•Kuen (red/pink/white) —
marriage, organs
•Dwei (white) — children,
mouth, metal
•Chayan (white/gray/black)
— helpful people/travel head
'Yellow/Orange/Brown —
earth
Consult books on how to
properly combine the colors of
your home to achieve the best
match for your needs. In the
meantime, delight in the greens,
reds, golds that traditionally enliven the holidays. But remember,
in the kitchen, white is the best
color. It shows off the colors of
food, as if it were a blank canvass. Avoid red holiday colors in
the kitchen. There will be too
much heat in the room and the
cook will always be hot-tempered. By using color theory,
you may ensure that this season
will be the happiest yet.
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Yuletide safety comes
first for holiday giving
The holidays are an exciting
time for children. Unwrapping
presents, playing with new toys
and perhaps a special trip to
grandma's make it special. Be
sure, however, that an -unsafe toy
doesn't send you and your child
to the emergency room with a
sight-threatening eye injury,
warns the American Optometric
Association.

Toys that provide the most "fun" are ones that allow a child
to explore the world, grow and imagine.

Each year, more than 50,000
children under the age of IS are
treated for toy-related injuries,
many of those to the eyes. In
some cases, poor design of a
product may be to blame. Sharp
points, inferior mattrials or
shoddy construction may cause
the injury. The majority of toys,

priate for the child to use unsupervised?
•What will happen if a toy
meant for a 10-year-old ends up
in the hands of someone
younger?
•Could parts of the toy poke
an eye?
•Does the toy have sharp, protruding ends or pieces?
•How hard are any projectiles
that arc fired?
•How fast do the toy's moving parts rotate?
•Are the instructions for use
clearly written?
Following these suggestions
for toy selection will ensure that
the excitement of the holidays
will not be spoiled by a serious
eye injury.

however, are usually well-made
and frequently tested by the
manufacturers. A problem may
arise when younger children play
with toys designed for older kids.
It's only natural for little tykes to
want to play with big brother or
sister's toys. Parents and other
adults should be cautious about
children playing with age-inappropriate toys. Toys meant for
older children often include
warnings or instructions for use.
which most younger children
can't read or understand.
What Can parents or other
adults purchasing toys for children do to reduce the risk of eye
injury? Here are some questions
to ask when shopping:
•Is the toy actually age-appro-

The Christmas spirit: gifts for family
The holidays are an opportunity to gather with family,
friends and loved ones and share
special moments while creating
memories that last a lifetime.
They represent a time to reflect
upon the past, take joy in the present and renew hope for the future. To some, the holidays mean
gathering around the table for a
festive feast, while to children,
the holidays mean, well, what
else — gifts!
This season, share the joy of
gift giving with your child by
providing the tools to make gifts
for others. Loved ones will appreciate that their gifts were
made with them in mind, while
children can take delight in

knowing that they've accomplished a project of their own
creation. Most importantly, the
steps and time involved in making a gift for a loved one teaches
a child that the best gifts of all —
whether given or received — are
those that come from the heart.
Following are some creative
gift ideas to share with your
they're sure to make any
child
recipient proud.
*Coupon book — A child's
homemade, self-illustrated book
of coupons to be redeemed as
household chores may be the
perfect gift for mom or dad. For
example, a child can design a
coupon that's good towards one
day of taking out the trash and

another that's good towards
cleaning up the living room.
•Homemade picture frame —
There's nothing more touching
than receiving a photograph from
a child or grandchild. Help a
young one make the experience

unique by providing the materials to make a homemade picture
frame. Marbles, popsicle sticks
and beads all are items that easily can be glued in decorative
patterns onto a picture frame to
create a personalized, one-of-a-

kind gift.
•Drawings — Help a child
create a masterpiece for grandma
or grandpa by providing unique

See Page 8
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Creating that holiday atmosphere
What conjures up memories
of those special times and places
you associate with the holidays?
Is it the first sight of falling
snow, the ringing of sleigh bells
or something more soothing like
the savory smell of cinnamon
sprinkled on egg nog?
It's widely known that your
sense of smell has the power to
transport you to a place in time
that is uniquely yours. Smells
associated with the season of
giving traditionally compel people to reminisce about the holidays and the warmth of home
and hearth. Go beyond just the
exchange of material gifts this
year — do something special and
endearing to make your loved

ones look forward to the festivities of the season and remember
them fondly for years to come.
This year, put your family and
friends in the holiday spirit long
before the first fruitcake is baked
with the power of scents.
Bring On the
Holiday Treats
A world of joy comes from a
comforting warm fire, making
angels in the snow or the aroma
of Christmas cookies baking in
the oven. In a world where you
have the challenge of multi-tasking day to day. often there's no
time to relish in the joy of baking
fresh treats. If you don't have the
time for a baking spree, fill your

,4
4 Shop Murray First!
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f 1
1E.GIFT.
.THAT ALWAYS
BRINGS
SMILES

house with "treat-like" candles
with intoxicating scents to convince your family and friends
that you were laboring in the
kitchen. Candles in the shapes
and smells of cupcakes, gingerbread, strawberry shortcake and
cinnamon swirl cakes are both
decorative and delicious-looking
(sorry, un-edible)! Accessories to
further enhance the "baking experience" in your home include
votive-holders that resemble
muffin pans and candle plates
containing ready-to-bake recipes.
Awaken your guests' senses with
these fun home-fragrance items
that look and smell like the real
thing.
When you find time between
holiday shopping, gift-wrapping
and hanging up the last string of
lights, you can indulge in baking
your real treats. Look throueh
magazines and on the Internet to
find exciting new holiday recipes
to sample. Tickle your family's
taste buds with something
you've never made before. Invite
the kids to join in the fun by

helping to decorate the cookies.
If time does not permit, take a
quick trip to your nearest bakery.
It's beginning to smell
a lot like Christmas
The kitchen isn't the only
room in the house where you can
use special holiday scents to
make it feel "a lot like Christmas." Incorporate this tip into
other areas of your home. Decorate your mantle and doorways
with fresh garland from pine
trees for that fresh outdoor smell.
Collect pine cones and store
them in a basket or turn them
into ornaments to hang on your
tree with fresh peppermint sticks.
If you love "The Nutcracker,"
you can fill your bathroom with
seasonal smells by choosing
body lotions and shower gels in
fragrances like Cranberry or
Mulberry Spice available in fun
holiday shapes. You can decorate and address your personal
care needs at the same time with
hand soaps and gels in these
holiday scents so each time your
family lathers up, they get a

whiff of December.
Give the Gift of Scents
While treating yourself to the
scents of the season, enchant
your friends with gifts to make
them anxious to start tying ribbon and sing carols.
A neighbor or acquaintance
would be thankful for the generous gesture of a basket filled
with string and popcorn to create
their own homemade garland.
Classmates of your children or
friends from work would be delighted to receive flavorful lip
balm that smells (and tastes) like
ginger snaps or peppermint
kisses. For your best friend who
loves to pamper herself, treat her
to fragrant and healing aromatherapy bath salts and body
lotions with seasonal cedarwood
and clary.
Make your holiday memories
come alive by creating your own
scent tradition with loved ones.
Simple decorating. gift-giving
and personal care items can
make it feel like Christmas any
day of the year.

practicing measures and the importance of following directions.
•Storybook — Have a child
write and illustrate his or her
own story. For a truly memorable gift, once the child has added
the final artistic touches to the
story, take the book to the local
copy center where the pages can
be bound inexpensively into a
booklet, or even duplicated to
share with other family members.

•Herb garden — An herb garden is an inexpensive, exciting
gift for a child to give when he
or she is the one who has planted
the seeds. Show the child how
much water and light the seeds
require, and watch the child take
pride in raising the seeds into
edible herbs.
A word to the wise: In the
event that something should go
wrong, it wouldn't hurt to have a
backup gift just in case.

Christmas
From Page 7
items which the child can use to
create a collage. Scraps of fabric,
yarn, buttons. cotton balls or any
other household items can turn
an ordinary crayon drawing into
a three-dimensional work of art.
•Homemade cookies — Take
a day to bake with your child. A
young one can take pride in having baked his or her own gift
batch of cookies, not to mention
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Students want fun, helpful items
It is no easy task to be a college student these days. As tuition prices increase, so do the
costs of most everything else related with getting a degree. Any
student can attest that books,
computers and other supplies can
break the bank for those who
only can manage a part-time job
while studying. It is no surprise
that most college students constantly complain about never
having enough money.
When you begin making your
holiday gift lists, keep in mind
the particular gifts that would
greatly help out students facing
tight budgets. Try stuffing their
stockings with fun, helpful items
that, after their book and creditcard bills have come in, they
may not be able to buy themselves.
*Subscription to their favorite
magazine — perfect for reading
during study breaks.
*Gift certificate to the local
pizza place — great for use during an all-night cramming session.
*Packages of pens, pencils
and stationery — to remind a favorite student to write to friends
and family.
*A portable personal stereo —

perfect for listening to music
when roommates are studying.
*Laptop computer — to keep
up on assignments while away
from the dorm or library.
*Reference books — a good
dictionary and thesaurus are
tools no young scholar should be
without.
*Bicycle — many campuses
don't allow freshman to bring
cars their first year; a bicycle can
help them get around to the local
hang-outs.
*Pocket video game systems
— all work and no play makes
for dull boys and girls!
*A test-taking prep course —
to help keep those grades in top
form.
*Bus or plane tickets — so
your favorite student can visit
even after the holidays are over.
*Travel pack containing various body lotions, sprays and perfumes — a wonderful way to revitalize spirits and dry skin in the
winter.
*Disposable one-tune-use
pocket camera — a good way to
record fun times with friends.
*Calling cards — so they can
call home without worrying
about the telephone bills.
*Folding umbrella — fits eas-

ily into knapsacks and book
bags.
*Prepaid movie tickets — the
perfect escape from the "real
world" of schoolwork and exams.
*Electric razor — complete
with extra batteries — for quick,
easy shaving.

•First-aid kit for the car —
comes in handy in case of trouble during car rides to and from
school.
*Pocket calculator — a good
aid for checking math homework.
*T-shirts, underwear and
socks — because no matter what

lessons you've instilled, there
never seems to be enough time to
do laundry.
*Small television — to keep
students up to date on their favorite college-based dramas.
*Journal or diary — to remember the sweet moments of
the year.

Let the Joy
Begin
I.
999
2-Pc. Walnut Knife Set
5" utility 8, boning knife & 3"
parer. High carbon stainless
steel blades, brass rivets.

799
Mag Flashlight
Runs on two AA batteries
(included) Also includes nylon
02. Lit,'
holster E

W 323 295 712

Gift giving ideas
for year-round use
When it comes to holiday
gift-giving, choosing the right
gift that will make a lasting impression requires special thought.
Once you know how to plan your
gift-giving, put it to good use
throughout the year.
*The earlier you shop the better, so buy your gifts as soon as
you find them. Shopping expert
Lillian Vernon says if you wait
and shop at the last minute,
you'll most likely have to settle
for what is left. Often by midDecember the most popular
products are sold out and the
sizes you want may be unavailable.
*Start a gift hideaway and buy
a few gifts at a time. This will
save you time, reduce the stress
of shopping, help budget your
money and keep down your
credit card bills.
'Sentimental gifts are special
and will be cherished for generations. Write your family history
in a decorative bound book, or
restore old family photos and
place them in frames or an album.
"If you're unsure what to buy.

a gift certificate is always a safe
and practical choice. Gift certificates can be purchased for stores,
restaurants, movie theaters, mailorder catalogs and e-retailers.
*Buy decorative baskets or
tins and fill them with soaps, lotions, potpourri, candles, candy
or homemade cookies.
*Treat someone to a special
event: a luncheon, dinner or
theater outing. Or prepare a special home-cooked meal yourself,
and host it at home.

12"

*Dress up your gift wrapping
with a Christmas ornament. A
personalized ornament will make
someone feel special. Personalization can take extra time so
place your orders in advance.
*For a gift that won't fit under
the tree, like a bicycle, tape a
picture into a holiday card or gift
box. Wrap a gift certificate or
tickets in a gift box as well.
*Start wrapping gifts as soon
as you buy them so you won't
have to do them all at once.
You'll wrap with more care and
have more time to enjoy the holidays.

7 1/4" Circular Saw 7 1(4'
blade, 2 1 /3-t-IP saw. 5300
rpm. easy adjustment
J IMMO 698 399 1

Old Timer Pocketknife
Three high-carbon steel
blades. clip. sheepfoot and
spay blade styles. 7 610 303 1

9.6-Volt Cordless Drill/Driver
Kit includes battery charger
and case J 41V2308 252 174 3

23"
MURRAY HOME
6 AUTO
Chestnut St.• 753-2571

Emergency Road Kit
Booster cables, tire sealant,
inflator and more! C 249 989 B4
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Citrus can brighten up holidays
Gift-giving during the holiday
season is a centuries-old tradition, with many legends about
how it all began. In some stories,
fresh oranges were the, prized
gift. Today, bright golden oranges and other fresh citrus fruits
still are a welcome gift — any
time of the year, but especially at

holiday time.
From tangerines to Moros
("blood oranges") to pummelos
to lemons to grapefruit, all are
beautiful and ideal for gift-giving, holiday cooking and baking
recipes, but most important, they
are nutritious. A single orange,
for example, is packed with vita-

min C, folic acid (helps prevent
birth defects and heart disease),
dietary fiber (helps prevent some
types of cancer) and calcium
(builds stronger bones).
This holiday season, give the
gift of citrus. The following are a
few varieties that are sure to
make any gift basket appetizing,
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along with delicious citrus-inspired recipes.
•Navel oranges — With their
rich tradition in gift-giving, the
Western-grown navel oranges
are a must for any holiday fruit
basket. Navel oranges are sweet
and flavorful for the holiday season.
.Moro oranges — Moro oranges, the best-known variety of
the "blood orange," are wonderful for gift baskets. Their orange
exteriors are laced with a beautiful, red blush, and the interiors
are deep red. Moros have an intense and appealing flavor. They
can turn an ordinary salad or
beverage into a festive holiday
celebration.
•Lemons — The most versatile of fruit, lemons can be used
on everything from appetizers to
salads to luscious holiday desserts. When you set your holiday
table, remember to place a lemon
slice in each water glass for better flavor and eye appeal. If you
have plans to roast a chicken or
turkey, tucking one or two lemons in the cavity of the bird will
help keep it moist, and give it a
subtle flavor as well.
•Grapefruits — There are a
lot of ways to enjoy the refreshing flavor of grapefruit besides a
cut half with breakfast. Be sure
to include it in fruit salads or on
a bed Of mixed greens. Fresh
grapefruit is a nutritional bargain
— high in fiber, virtually no fat
and plenty of vitamin C.

FRESH TANGERINE
AMBROSIA
Makes 4 servings
A fresh citrus ambrosia is a
popular and traditional holiday
treat. You can give someone a
head start on their entertaining
plans with this gift. In a clear
glass bowl, arrange some grapefruit and tangerines on shredded
grass paper with a small jar of
honey and a little bottle of orange liqueur. Add a few holiday
greens and wrap it all in clear
cellophane. Tie with a large, colorful bow and include the recipes
for Fresh Tangerine Ambrosia
and Orange Yogurt Dip for Fresh
Fruit.
2 tangerines, peeled, segmented
2 ruby grapefruit, peeled, segmented
1 tablespoon chopped fresh
mint leaves
Juice of 1 to 2 tangerines(V4
cup)
2 tablespoons orange liqueur
(optional)
1 to 2 teaspoons honey
Fresh mint sprigs, tangerine
peel strips for garnish
In a bowl, toss together tangerine and grapefruit segments
with chopped mint. In another
small bowl, stir together tangerine juice, liqueur and honey.
Pour mixture over fruit; toss gently. Cover and chill at least one
hour to blend flavors. Garnish
with mint and tangerine peel.

Santa Claus still
special to children
To millions of children all
over the world who celebrate
Christmas, no other symbol of
the holiday fills them with such
joy as Santa Claus. This legendary figure, who supposedly flies
the world in his sleigh filled with
toys and drops down the chimney delivering gifts to good girls
and boys, is a favorite of children, no matter what country
they live in.
Santa Claus. a jolly, stout man
with a twinkle in his eye, rosyred cheeks and a cheerful laugh,
is the American adaptation of the
European legend of Saint Nicholas. He wears a bright red suit
trimmed with white fur, a long
red cap and shiny black boots. In
England. he wears the very same
outfit, but there he's called Father Christmas, In France, children refer to him as Pere Noel,

which means Father Christmas.
He wears a long red robe and
white fur hat with wooden shoes.
In Switzerland you see another
variation on Santa. His name is
Saint Nicholas, and he wears a
long white robe and a tall
pointed hat called a miter. There
are numerous other counterparts
of Santa Claus across the globe,
including the German Kris
Kringle, the Italian Befana, the
Swedish Jultomten and Russia's
Babouschka.
Though he may look a hit different and be called many names,
to children of all countries his
message is the same. They peek
out the windows and hope to
catch a glimpse of this special
man as he flies through the sky.
delivering gifts for boys and girls
to enjoy on Christmas Day.
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Child safety vital
around holidays
The holidays are a time of
giving, and nothing seems to
bring out a person's generosity
more than children. From parents
and grandparents to aunts, uncles, cousins and friends, people
are eager to buy gifts for the little ones in their lives. And why
wouldn't they be? There are so
many cute, colorful things to
choose from. However, bright
colors and flashing lights
shouldn't be the main reason for
buying a toy. According to
"Consumer Reports Guide to
Baby Products," by Sandy 'Jones
and the editors of Consumer Reports (Consumers Union), people
should consider if a toy is appropriate for a particular child's
skill level and if it is safe for that
child to play with.
As babies grow, they move
through different developmental
stages. The best toys are those
that match a child's interest level
and his or her body skills. While
every baby develops differently,
there are some basic guidelines
to follow.
•Birth to three months: At this
stage, babies mainly want to be
fed, held and rocked. They look
at faces, lights and contrasting
patterns, but can't reach for them
early on. By the third month,
they can watch faces, follow
moving objects and smile at people and toys. They also open and
close their hands and begin to
grab things.
Appropriate gifts for children
of this age include toys with contrasting patterns, like black-andwhite pictures, bull's eyes or
checkered designs. Crib mobiles
featuring toys with bright patterns and toys with mirrors that
reflect light also are good
choices. Since a baby's hearing
is fully developed now, rattles
make great gifts for a little one.
However, because babies can
grab things and put them in their
mouths, toys should have smooth
edges and no sharp sides.
•Four to eight months: At this
stage. babies generally can roll
over and sit briefly. They can
reach with one hand and grasp
things, move objects from one
hand to the other, and play with
their feet. They also begin to
search for the sources of sounds.
Floor gyms with hanging toys
are a good gift for little ones at
this stage of development. Soft.
textured toys that are safe for babies to chew on and soft balls
that make noise. as well as musical toys and rattles. are appropriate gifts. Chewable vinyl or cloth
fxx)ks and toys with flaps or lids
that can be opened and closed

also will keep these children entertained.
•Eight to -23 months: This is
when babies learn to crawl. First.
they sit by themselves. Then.
they move themselves forward
on their belly and learn to balance on their hands and knees.
Finally, they begin to crawl.
Shortly after that, they can pull
themselves up to a standing position and eventually start to walk.
Shaking. banging and dropping
toys is fun for them. They also
like to search for hidden objects
and poke at things.
This is a good time to buy
stacking and building toys,
which should have rounded
edges. Bath toys, squeeze toys,
soft dolls and puppets. as well as
cars, lightweight balls, baby
books and musical toys. are other
good choices. These children
also will enjoy toys that they can
push and pull.
'Two years: By this time,
children are walking on their
own and pulling toys behind
them as they go. They also are
learning to run, kick a ball, climb
stairs, and get on and off the furniture. They enjoy taking toys
apart and putting them back together again. They also like to
imitate people and play make-believe with their toy animals and
dolls.
For children at this stage of
development, people should consider buying cardboard books,
nesting toys, sorting toys, buckets and shovels, dolls, and balls.
Because children want to be like
mommy and daddy. toy telephones and child keyboards also
are good choices.
When buying toys this holiday season, loved ones and
friends should go beyond looks
and make sure that toys are right
for a child's stage of development. Not only will these gifts
help little ones to enhance their
skills, but they also will keep
them entertained —and bring
smiles to their faces.
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Board games can
add fun to parties
The menu is planned, the
guest list is complete and the
house is decorated. Now comes
the hard part — planning the entertainment. Sure, everyone likes
to get together to visit, but sometimes adding an extra activity or
two can make your party a little
more fun and memorable.
If you're hosting a family
party. your guests may span a
wide range of ages. That makes
planning the entertainment a little trickier. Board games have
long been the solution. Try setting up four or more tables with
a different game at each table.
Have everyone sit down to play
and then set a timer. When the
timer goes off, have two people

at each table rotate to the next table and continue playing.
Some board games work well
for playing in teams, like trivia
games created for the mainstream moviegoer or renter.
Games can feature more than
1,500 questions from every generation's favorite movies.
Before you start, determine
whether you want players to
draw from their own memories
or receive help. As you form
your teams, be sure to include
someone from each generation
so you'll have every question
covered.
These games are also a great
gift idea for movie buffs and pop
culture fans of all ages.

Dogs appreciate
all kinds of gifts
If you're wondering what to
put in your dog's stocking this
year, sit and stay before you trot
toward the nearest pet store. Despite the amazing array of toys.
treats and accessories on the
market today. most dogs are not
materialistic. And while the canine staff at Two Dog Press
knows your pooch would probably never turn down a new
squeaky toy or stuffed animal.
here's what they say dogs really
want:
•Ten minutes of lovin' and
rubbin'(behind the ears is always
good);
• Nine trips in one week to all
the places that give away dog
biscuits at the drive-through windows:
•Eight extra minutes of play
time in the evening (fetch, tug-

of-war, hide-n'-seek):
•Seven nights at your feet in
front of the fire, wood stove or
heating vent;
•Six "play dates" with the dog
next door;
• Five wholesome, homemade
treats;
•Four holes to dig (with parental permission):
*Three puddles to splash in:
•Two squirrels to chase; and
•A one-hour off-leash romp in
the woods.
The dogs in your life may
have a few other "favorite" activities for you to do with them
— like taking them to the local
dog-friendly swimming hole,
feeding them supper an hour earlier each day, or taking them to
work with you — but you get the
idea.
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